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INTRODUCTION

Writing is a complex task for all students--it hi
not e"), to learn how to write. Writing i4 sometimes
viewed as speech put down on paper. Sinee most stu-
dents can speakwell when they enter school, putting
speech on paper would seem to be, a rather straight-

forward task of transcribing.

However, writing is not simply putting speech on

paper. Written English is different from Ispoken

English. The basic con1entiops, of writing--spelling,
punctuation, capitalization-jof.ten do not directly,

reflect speech. Moreover,_while speech takes place in
a person-torperson conte4t, writing is divorced from
the reality of time and space, and thus requires more
specificity and detail. In addition, writing demands
more organization, more attention to cohesion, and more

accuracy than most speech. Conseqbently, twcause

writing is more complex than speaking, students cannot
simply apply their speaking abilities when they write.

Even though writing is.not the same as speakilg,

the two processes and similar-;at least' for students
whose spoken English is similar to written Englisb: In

other words, students who speak Standard English (which
serves as the basis for writteA English) should have an
easier time of learning to write than students who do
riot speak Standard English.

But many students do not speak Standard English;
instead, they speak some nonstandard variety of English'
or they do not speak English at all. For these lin-

guistically different students, learning to wrr'te

(Standard) English is likely to be more' difficult.

5



Introduction

Students who do not seal( Standard' English
I
come

from a variety of racial, ethnic, language, and geo-

graphical backgrounds; they are frequently from lower

socio economic families. They include such diverse

groups as inner-city Blacks, American Indians, and

Aispanics. But no /matter what their background, they
dor not speak Standard English--they do not speak- the
form of English that serves as the basis for writing in

English. I .

As.a regional laboratory funded by the National
Institute of Education, SWRL Educational Research and
Development *seeks 1a improve edutetional, equity within

its region--Arizona, California, and Nevada. Of great

concern to SWRL and to schools within the region is the
education of many 501dren who do not speak Standard
English, especially Blacks, Mexican-Americans, and

American Indians.

As part of its Concern for the writing needs of
linguistically different 'students, SWRL spolosored -a

conference on June 25-24, 1981, to look at and discuss

the issues involved. This book includes six papersApresentek the conference.*

.Two papers provide background on the speech of two

groups of linguistically different students. 'Robert

Berdan looks at Black English and notes the variability

in that dialect. Maryellen Garcia discus;es the range

pf language abilities among Mexican-Americans in the

Southwest.

The foUr other papers address specific research
into the writirtg of linguistically different students
and provide sugges;ions, for instructional applioati,ons.

John Baugh looks at literacy in the Black English

speaking communty. While he focuses'on adolescent and

*The presentation by CarolReed--on Black English
from historical and international perspectives--was not

ayailable,for publication.

1,* 6
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Introduction

adult speakers of Black English, his views are also
relevant to the teJeking of writilarat lower levels.,

Carole Edelsky reports on a study of the writi g
of young Spanish-speaking Mexican-Americans. Jo

Amastae discusses the language and writing abilities of
Mexican-American college students- -who share a back-

ground similar to that of Edelsky's students. However,

the students that Edelsky reports on are in a bilingual

program; the students in Amastae's study were nbt.v

exposed to bilingual education.

The final paper, by Lance Potter, reports a pro-

ject undertaken to look at the use of English in two

American Indian communities. Potter points out that
considerable linguistic variation exists among American
Indians-,just as other Chapters note the linguistic

variatidridamorig Blacks and Mexican-Americans.

The goal of this book is to present some of the
research that has been conducted on the writing needs

of linguistically different students. Although most

educators probably agree that such students have

special needs, very little research has been done to
identity these needs and to establish appropriate

instructional strategies that can meet these needs.
Therefore, this volume is only a beginning look at the
writing needs of linguistically different students, but

a look that We hope will encourage additional work in

the area. f
(4'

Bruce Cronnell
SWRL Educational Research and Development
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-..i INT ODUCTION TO BLACK

ENGLISH

Robert Berdan
National Center for Bilingual Research

This introduction to_Black English describes some

!characteristics of Black English and discusses more

general concerns: what dialects and languages are, how

speakers vary in their use of Black English, and what
this variation has to do with teaching. Instead of an

outline of all the distinctive features of Black

English, this paper begins with a discussion 'of a

speech segment and then addresses some more general
considerations of language and language use. .

Several years ago, while studying the language of

young children in Los Angeles', we were sitting on the
flbor,' t lking with kindergarten children. One girl

was very one ned 'that we weren't sitting on the

chairs and wondered who the chairs belonged to When

her questions persisted, I said, "Well, Alisa, if you

bite, qat can be your chair. You sit in it."

he looked at me somewhat quizzically and replied,
"But if it don't nobody bes here, who chair,it is?"

Alisa speaks Black English, or more precisely, one
of the numerous varieties of Black English often refer-
red to as Black English Vernacular.. Black 'English, of



Introduction to Black English

course, consists of far more than that one sentence.
It is, in,fact, the.usuat.way of speaking for a signi-
ficant_portion of the population. But that one sen-
tence does provide an example of a large 'number of the'
distinctive characteristics of Black English.

BUT IF IT DON'T NOBODY BES HERE, WHO CHAIR IT IS?

.

The first noticeabje feature in this sentence is
the word it. Black English speakers tend to use it

rather than there to introduce a new topic or to indi-
,cate the existence of something. In this case,: it
doesn't refer to any prior noun phrase or any prior ,

occurrence of something; it refers to the existence of
something For, as i. n th0ssentence; the non- existence

9of someone). .

Many varipties of English allow only one negative
in phrases like "isn't anybody" Or "is.nobody."
Black English, multiple negatives are more the rule

than the exception. That isowhere negation canbe
indicated in several alternate ways in other dialects,
all of those elements may show negation simultaneously
in Black English. In particular, indefinite pronouns
and verbs both tend to take negation. For Alisa, the
negation occurs both in the word don't and in the word
nobody.

The use of don't in this sentence is distinctive
For two mori. reasonsT3in addition to the multiple nega-
tion. The first is that the form don's is used, rather
than doesn't with the singular subject. Few speakers
of Black English use_Acesn't (or does). This general-
izeJ use of don't is part of a tendency not to indicate
thi-J-per5On singular on verb f0ms, although for most
other verbs. the marker is used at least sometimes, as

the form toes' in this sentence.

The use of bes is particularly characteristic of
Bls;:k English and is the reason that the sentence had
to hae the negative form don't. The occurrence of be



uction to tlack English

in a variety of settings whereother dialects use is is-

one aspect of Black English that is most widely talked

about and least understood (by linguists). Syntacti-

cally, be operates like a main verb. We know that be

is a main verb because of ;Is negative form: don't,

not isn't. Similarly, the question form would be do he

be here, rather than is he here. Just like a Main
verb, be can take an agreement marker (-s) for some

speakers, though not for many. This is a strange place

to find agreeMent because be is normallan uninflected

form. So be behaves syntactically likd a main verb.
Moreover, be tends to occur more frequently in

dependent clauses than in main causes.

.Semantically what'does be mean? Does it mean the
same as Ps,l'or does.it have a different meaning? For

some speakers, be denotes duration or iterative action,

But for "a large number of -children, at least jn Los

Angeles, the syntactic' form of ke is maintained, but
the semantic distinction is disappearing.

Next we come to who, which has an analog in the s.
form of whose. In Black English, possessive Markers
are usually Kof used when the possessive is followed by-
a noun. For instance, 'in the sentence "This is Jill
thair,'t a possessive marker is not used. But when the

possessive comes at the end of the sentence, as in

"This chair is Jill's, ". the possessive mark& must be
used; not "This chair is Jill."

,f_

That particular pattern distinction is important

in a number' Of other respects, and one of them is

illustrated 4 ple end of the sentence.' 11 :chair it

is?" Another; chayacteristic of Bla is that

questions rii4 this often do not aj inverted

auxiliary; that is, speakers do not y, ho chair is
it?" In addition, in Black English it is possible not

only to have a form of be (here, i ) or to have a con-

tracted form, but also to hav no copula at all,

although not in this particular etting. We might have

a sentence like "'This chair Ji s," which has no copp-
t

---la because a predicate folio s. But when the .copula
comes at the end of.a senten or in other places where

10
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other dialects of English die not allow contraction,
Black English does not allow deletion. That is, in f

Standard English we can say, "I know whose chair it
is," but we cannot say, "I know whoselchair it's." In

those situations where Standard Englisl does not permit
it's Black English does not allow deletion.

his analysis of one sentence illustrates some of
the distinctiV64'tyntactic features of Black English.
We call Black EngLish a dialect, some need to answer
these 'questions: "What i$ a'dialect?" "What makes
Black Engli.sh a dialect?" "What is a langpage?" "How
are dialects different from languages?" In the first
place, the way "dialeart" is used by.linguists is some-
what different from the way "dialect" is often used in
informal speech - -that is, linguists do not think of
"dialect" as a pejoi-ative term. Rather,' linguists
think of it as a classification term, analogous to the
way biologists use syttems of classification. Bio-
logists classify by genys and species; similarly,
linguists use a two-place taxonomy system for categb'
rizing languages and language varieties, so that
language is the analog of the term genus: a higher
c.tegory that is subcatagorized into species or, in
this case, into dialectS. -And in that sense, everyone
speaks a dialect of a ringuage, just as all of..the
biologicallworld is characterized as species of some
higher order genus.

Another point to be made is that Black Englifh is
not just the characteristics, described here, or even
just the full set of linguistically diVokfIct character-
istics. We need to distinguish between characteristics
that are Black English forms (Black English features)
and the dialect Black English. When the character-
istics of other English aiects are compared with
characteristie-of Black EngleU, there is a tremendous

\ 'overlap. Most aspects'of langu;i9e--most of the 'vocabu-
l'ary, most 1)f the syntax, most of the rest oF the

\sstem of Black English= -are shred by other English
\di IPcts. Black English does not consist just of-those
e tures that.are unique to it; it is a system of talk-

3 system of communication; it\is all of language
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use. But some characteristics distinguish Black

English from other dialects. In particular, what seems

to distinguish it is not any one characteristic; it is

the whole unique configuration that essentially draws

.damethe ame set of characteristicls that we find in

other English dialects.

Var)ability is also important feature about

Black English`; that i's, wh we talk about what is

Black Englishand what is no , we have to realize that

we are talking about a ver heterogeneous phenomenon.

People have very different language- ,learning and

language-use experiences; these differendes are re-

flected in the language they develop and use. In faq,

if we look closely at individuals, we can find idiosyn-
cratic characteristics for every individual that, like

fingerprints, would distinguish each person from all

others. But in order to generalize, we find it useful
to talk ahout groupings of persons pnd groupings of

language behavior.

We know that language behavior depends on who

talks to whom and whatimiland of language-learning expe-
rience a child has had. Language variations tend to be
well described in terms of geography, social class, and

culture. These factors do not ',determine an
dual's language use; rather, they tend to be predictive

or correlative, so that it is useful to talk about

.aggregates of language use that tend to co-occur with

aggregates ,of persOns who are defined by sets of

characteristics.

Not only does Black English embody both the unique
featu'res of, Black English and a whole way of speaking,
but that whole way of speaking is itself, for particu-

lar individuals, also variable. The following lines
from Langston Aughes (Simply Heavenly) suggest some of
this vari'ability. Hughes has a character known as Jess

Simple, who is the Main figure in a series of plays.

The follow) is a discussion between Simple and hiss

'girlfriend ce (who i5 a very proper lady) about

. where they should go for their honeymoon.

9
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IntrOduction to Black English

JOYCE: Oh, Jess! Then how about the far west?
Were.yob ever at the Grand Canyon?

IP 4
SIMPLE: I were. Fact is lwal also at'Niagara'

Falls, after I were at theGrand Canyon.

JOYCE: I do not Wish to criticize your grammar,
.Mr. Simple, but as long as you have been -

around New York, I wonder wh? you continue to
say, ) were; and at other times, I was.

SIMPLE: Because 5om Imes I were, and Sometimes I

was, baby. 1 waiLatNiagaYa Falls and I were

at the Grand Cann--since that were in the
far distant.past when I were a 1oachboy on title

Santa Fe. I was mori recently at Niagara
Falls. ,

JOYCE: r see. But you never wee "I were"!
'There js no "I were." In the past tense there
is only'"I was." Thesverb to be is declined,
111 am, I was; I have been."

La.) 4IMPLO: Joyce,tliaby, don't be so,touchous about
. IP

fit. Do you want me totalk like Edward R.
Murrow? 0

JOYCE: No! But-when we go to formals I hate to
hear you saying', for exi4le, "I taken"

"tristead of "I took." Why do colored people
.s.ay"I taken" so much?

SIMPLE: _Because we are taken-Alen untilwe are
0

', undertaken, and ,Joyce, baby, funerals is high!

JOYCE: Funerals are high.

SIMPLE: Joyce, what difference de it make?
.

JOYCE: Jesst What difference does it make?"
_"Dois" is correct Engli.5h.

SIMPLE: And "do" ain't?

13 10
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JIVE: Isn't - -not ain't.
ter ,

.66

SIMPLE: Woman, don't tell me "ain't" ain't in the'

dictionary.
1

JOYCE: Out.it.ain't--I mean--it isn't correct:-

.

SIMPLE: I
give less than. a small damn! What if

it aren'd?" 6

Langston Hughes has I think, a tremendous number

of insi,phts abouf the Pie of'dialect and the, relation-

ship of dialect to social cla's (although I would take

issue' with the idea that the distinction between were

and was is one of remote'and less remote past tense).

The point, though, is that language is highly variable,

even within particular speakers.

When we analyze speech, we. might characterize it

in terms of the number of words spoken through time.

Then we can Idoleat the forms that are used and see the

kin% of alternations that really o cur in speech(., Do

spleakers go back and forth betw forms, or do they

say a long stretch of one form and en switch? Are we

observing people switch between dialects, or are we

observing variationowithin a single dialect?

Figure 1. Use of lrl Over Time

aunf et

41IP Figure t reprennts on grade girl's use or
.

In afetr vowels. The axIs cates the num'oor of

. words spoken. Abive the axis is an indication of a

word that had an /r/,0onunciation in it. 0.:.1ow the

axis it an ,indica(ion of a word where /r/ was lot

A.



Entroduction to Black English

prongunced or was pronounced with a vocalized pronun-
ciation. The distance -above or below the.axis indi-
cates how many words of the same form continue in a
run% In this particular speech, the pronunciation
moves between /Wand no /r/. It would be.aossible to
argue that a segment of about a hundred words isan'
r-ful dialect, and a segment of about fifty words is an
r-less dialect. And back and forth. But what happens
when we look at severa' characteristics together?
Figure' 2 represents this same girl's use of five
features over a conger lime plriodt

-

I. postvocalic In (where, lack of /r/- is below

D the axis)

2. ./E/ before /n/ (where /1/ is below the axis)

3. -ing (where -in' is below the axis)

4: final /d/ of er Iliand /n/ (where lack of /d/
-is beiow ax s) .

5. final /t/ after /I/ and /n/ (where lack of /t/
is below the axis)

We.are looking at five phonological features, a
rather small subset of all the. things that vary in
chillren's speech. What can this show us bout dialect
switching and about valiability within dialects? I a
dialect switch occurs everytime we move from above the
line to below the line, we find this poor child flip-
ping back and forth about every other word, and in some
cases switching within Ahe same word. If we take this
figure and add t, it all the variable characteristics
dissAssed above and add about a dozen othercharacter-
istres of Black English, we ,find that the notion of
switching between dialects is not. very powerful any
more. We find that tpee switches are not motivated by
chand6 in topic, by'syntactic boundaries, by changes
in' audience, or by any other factor that might be a
reason to switchtbetween dialects.

15 '.12



FigureVn Use of Five Features Over Time
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Introduction to Black English

:What in fact we see is a dhalect that embodies

variability. ' The forms that are characteristic bf
Black English are part.of it; the forms that occur in
other dialects are also part of BlAkk English. Both

kinds of Forms co-occur within the' speech of single

individuals. That is, most children who say sentepces
'without copula forms, as in "This chair Jill's," also
say "Thi,s chair is JiTs." Children Who ,use be gin

these situations also use is. Most children who use
multiple negation will also on,occasion not use multi-
pre negation in a least some situatiolts. Clearry,,

people vary back nd forth.

This variation has important pedagogical 'conse-

quences.. Typically, dialect interventiAn programs iri

effect -sy to children, "If you don't say is, I'm goipg

to teach you to say. is." Or, "You don't use 'plural
markers; I'M going to teach you to use plural markers."
The. intent Is to teachthe student new characteristics
of Isniguage. But most children that we observe already
lhave all those forms.- Thus, we really need to teach
chirdren that StaAbard English uses only a subset of
the virio.ps Forms that are legitimate within their

dial?.r..dt. In .this sense, Standard English is till re-

dirstricte id.dialect,ands stents need to learn whi0.1 of
their possibre forms are legitimate' in Standard

English.

This point is In some sense counterintuitive
because so much literature suggests that Black English
is 3 simplified dialect because it "doesn't have" var-
i4us features. Viewing Black EnglisK as "simplified"
has.consecluences in terms of what happens to children.
When we look at the products of wme kinds of writing
instruction, we find that children have done their best
to accommodate ?nstruction-that says, that they should
have is, plurals, and other such features. We find
these features scattered throughout their compositions;
students stick s's all over their texts, trying their
best to do what they have been taught. In fact, what

we really need to teach them is to use a subset of the
forms they already }use.

17' )4



Introduction to Black-English

Much more could pe 'said about Black English in

particular and aboua\dialects in general. But this has
been an introduction to some features that are particu-
larly distinctive in Black English, to some notions
about how complex and variable that dia)ectl is, and to
some ideas that may be helpful in instruction.

i
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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATJON
OF LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAMS

FOR SPEAKERS OF NONSTANDARD
ENGLISH: PERSP TIVES- FOR A

NATIONAL N GHBORHOOD
LITERACY ROGRAM

John Baugh
4. The University of Texas at Austin

The Ann Arbor case on Black American English

rekindled the controvers surrounding the education of
Black children, part'i larly ways to imprclve their

language arts skills. Spme articles on the subject
misrepresented the decision, claiming that teachers

were being forced to learn Black Vernacular English
.(BVE).* The final mandate was focusedkin an.entirq,ly
different direction. Judge Charles W. Joiner's ruling
required the school district to make a definite effort
to 1p BVE students learn hcfm to. read Standard

English. Since that time, teachers at the Martin.

*Black Vernacular English (BVE) refers to the non-
standard dialect that is common to most Black Americans
who have ,limited social Contact with whites. The

social networks of verious individuals is therefore
essential to their speech and to their speech. comr,inity
membership. As indicated throughout )he paper, vernac-
ular dialect pose the'greatestl educational barrier to
4Placks who hope to participate fully in the mainstream
culture.

17



Neighborhood Literacy Program"

.

Luther King Elementary School in Ann Arbor, Michigan,'
have been required .to attend seminars and workshops on
va'rious cultdral and linguistic aspects of vernacular
Black culture. 4

I participated in a conference on this subjdct An

4
Ann Arbor. in June, 1980, which was jointly sponsored
the An Arbor'Schooi District and the National Insti-

tute of Education. My presentation concentrated
some of the di- fferentes between bilingualism and bidia-
lectalism (I will briefly review the distinction in the
lollowingsection). However, rAir discussion at that

conference provided little in the way, of cbn ete sur
gestions for the classroom or the home. community. In

fact, one of the teachers presented me with an impor-
tant problem: "1 think it's good that we learned about
the sfudent's,home environmeRt; and I now know that
their speech is different, no ignorant; but what I

really need most of all is something that will work in
the classroom. There's no way I can teach if I can't

keep the students at their desks.c I need to haye mate-
rials that will work right, now." for over thirty

years, scholars have offered a variety of u gestions
for teaching Black students, and most of the programs
have failed for one reason or another.

My own` orientation to BVE is somewhat unusual

because the majority of Wry data are from'adult Blaks.
'During the past nile years, I have conducted over 200
hours .of taperecorded interviews with Black adults
from ail regidOis Fif -the United States,. spanning all
social and sducational backgrounds. Race seems,to be
the only coillMon denominator for my consultants because
their oprnions, speech, and personal experiences vary
tremendously. The diversity that I have.., observed,

however,.seeras to be characteristically American. The

common racial'..bonds have nevertheless Cultivated
anothexshared trait: AIL of the adults that I have

interviewed stress the value of a good educatidh. From

unskilled laborers to successful professionals, the

overwhelming Majority of Blacks--especially' parents--
want theirChildren to obtain educational skills that

will help them get good jobs. In spite of this goal,
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minority students' in general acid Black students in

, particular- perennially fail, and this failure has been
a major source ofconcern to educators since World War

II.' The research that SWRL has conducted and dis&em-
inated over the past ten years reflects the magnitUde
of these pedagogical concerns.

The chaMeniA, then, is still very much the same:

We need to utilize our knowledge from social screnct_to
develop effective educational programs. I agree with

Abrahams and Gay (1972) in 'heir observation that many

educational problems are cultur10. Here I am not

referling just to Blacks, but to eispanics, Native

Americans, Hawaiians, and the deaf las well. These

groups include subcultures that share a legacy of

fisolatien from mainstream American society; those

minorities who do participate are clearly exceptions - -.

not the rule..\
, .

Previous suggestions, from a variett of research
disciplines, have maintained the position that teachers
need to do= more, and they need to lean More about the
dialects and languages of the culturally diverse stun
dents that come to their cfasses. But the day-to-day

demands on the classroom teacher' are capricious at
best, so the proposals here take another tack--perhaps
we need to devise programs that reduce the demands on

the ,teacher's time And class preparation. This

apprdash can be especially ifiportant in times of

limited funding when overcrowded classrooms restrict

the effectiveness of even our best teachers. We must

consider both sides of the issue: Teacpers need pro-

grams that will allow them to really educat, and

students require progigs that are tailored to their

cultural ah.d linguistic backgrounds. In my opinion,
these needs are not irreconcilable, but they do present
quite complicated problems.

Labov's (1972) obserlations about the relationship

between reading failure end peer,-group participation

are- still painfully relevant to minority students in

our publi,C schools:
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. . . the major problem respons 'ble for readipg
failure is cultural conflict. The school ,environ-
ment and school values are plainly not influencing
the boys firmly grounded in street cultul-e. The
group which does show, learning _contains a large
percentage of boys who do not fit in with street
culture--who reject it or are rejected by At. For
the majority,°our data confirms indirect evidence
that teachers in the city schools have little
ability to reward or punish members of the street
culture or to motivate learning by any means.

(p. 252)

The key to success will therefore require the develop-,
ment of language arts programs - -in speech, reading, and
writing--that provide suitable rewards for students
from different subcultures, including the Black vernac-
ular street cult6re.

In'the remainder of the paper, I ikll concentrate
on. two -major elementrof any successful program, namely
motivation of and ethnosensitivity* to both teachers
and students. Similar calls Ar success are quite
common; however, I hope that my efforts can be distin-
guished on two grounds: first by my desire to reduce
the teacher's work load, and secondly by providing
detailed instructions for ,implementing a writing game
"Lyric Shuffle") that supplements present reading
programs. Bu let is first review some of the distinc-
tions between `bilingualism and bidialectalism. This
will, in turn, set the stage for expanding on my pre-
vious suggestions'.

*The concept of ethnosensitivity views social top-
ics from the natives' perspective. In the past, social
scientists have been criticized for ethnocentricity,
where Nues from foreign cultures ,were imposed on
analyses of various cultures around the globe. The
ethnographic tradition and the concept of ethnosensi-
tivity attempt to paillt.:eality througl, the cultural
values of a cohesive social group, in this case the BVE
speech community.
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A SURVEY OF PREVIOUS EFFORTS

All too often the educational needs of minorities
have been Explained in terms of "missing skills" rather

than in terms of cultural and linguistic differences.
While there are many notable exceptions,' like the re-
search that has 'been conducted at SWRL and at the -

Center for Applied Linguistics, some of the finest

scholars have confused the issue--even though this was
not their goal. Therefore, I would like to clarify my

obj- tives at the outset; I will be presenting a pro-

spectu for the concept of a national neighborhood

literac ro ram, which is based on my own research on
adult B lalects in all of their linguistic

diversity

Some Black Americans have mastered Standard

English, and, for obvious reasons, these people are
usually highly educated in the formal sense. But the

majority of Black Americans are still culturally and
linguistically.removed from their mainstream counter-

parts. Because of the unique history of slavery,*

Black speech has evolved into a bidialectal system. It

is simpiler to view this state as a dichotomy, where
nonstandard forms appear on one side, and Standard

English appears on the other. The actual situation_is
much more complicated because isolated individuals use
,and control different ranges of speaking styles. When

the vernacular population is considered, however, there

*Most people are unaware that Black Americans have
a unique lihgwistic history, compared to other groups
that have migrated%to the United States. Most groups

maialainedtteir mother tongue in ethnic ghettos until
their children and grandchildren learned English. But
the slave tradert engaged in the practice of isolating,

slaves from other speakers of their native tongue.

While this separation presumably reduced the likelihood

of uprisings, it also forced immediate reliance on a
new language, with no opportunity for a gradual transi-

tion to the new language over several generations. It

is largely ,for this reason that many Blacks still speak

BVE.
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be no question that Blacks who speak Standard
En ish are a minority within a minority, albeit a
stead,lly growing group of speaker!,

It is this reality that our teachers face in their
classrooms, and it is here that the social sciences can
contribute useful information.. Scholars in linguis-
tics, folklore, anthropology, sociology, and economics
all have valuable insights into the abyss between white
and colored populations in'the United States.

Th9 utility of a neighborhood-based language arts
Program ,is that it can be staffed with volunteers,
thereby making education more accessible, while simul-
taneously reducing costs and disciplinary. problems.
Although-1 will be concentrating on BVE, the neighbor-
hood read-i-ng program that I will outline is well suited
to the Hispanic community also The primary differente
for Hispanics would lie 1n the bilingual nature of

their neighborhood Language arts programs.

KtDav4d (1964) was one of the first to draw an
analogy between the pedagogical problems of Blacks and
Hispanics. With the obvious advantage of hindsight, we
now know that his views were oversimplified because

and bidialectals warrant different strate-
gies in pursuit of the same educational goals.

McDavid's objectives were nevertheless the same that we
seek today; he recogized that children who are raised
in the United States will achieve their maximum poten-
tia only if they master Standard English and the re-
lated language arts. And because McDavid was raised in
the South, he demonstrate& ap acute sensitivity to
bidialectalism:

I grew up in a South-Carolina community where we
said there were three races: Whites, Negroes, and
cottonmill workers. Anyone who knows the situa-
tion in southern textiles knows exactly what I am
talking about. Here we had White and Black sepa=
rated by caste lines. We also had an industrial
system of the closed mill village, the closed
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employment situation with the company store sell-
ing, on credit, e'veyything from contraceptive; to

coffins, and we had--separate, segregated schools
for the cotton mills. In this community we could

see a number of,social differences in dialects.

We learn d, very easily, that certain vowels were
identi d with poor Whites, the Hillbillies,' and
their derivatives, the cotionmill workers. We

knew that there was a rural White speech--not

nice but unassuming people used.'

We knew that, in the city, not onlywere thiri
differences in White speech and Negro speech;

even learned that many of the more intellige t

Negroes were bidialectal. That is, 'wh they w

speaking to he upperclasses they oul. one

%mode and when they were speaking back in the

kitchen or to the yard man, they would use

another. (p. 4)

Again, with the advantage of hindsight, we caA
also take strong exception to the assumption that.mas-

tery of bidialectalism is a direct reflection of

"greater" intelligence. My own research suggests that
mastery of (Black) Standard English* requires two pri-
macy factors: (1) extensive interaction with standard

speakers and (2) a positive--or at the very least-,

neutral--attitude toward standard speech. Some Blacks

have even been in the forefront of heightening negative
attitudes toward BVE (see All and/Treedle, 1.975).

*Orlando Taylor and Mary Hoover have been largely
responsible for the dissemination of the term "Standarb

_ Black English." The initial use of the concept pro-

vided an important contrast to vernacular (i.e.,

nonstandard) speech tterns, but in-depth analyses

indicate a more comfaNcated picture, Where standardized
Black dialects are highly diversified for social, re-

gional, and individual reasons. For my purpose here,

it is best to think of these standardized dialects as
'the speech that is used by Blacks who hold professional
positions and/or have extensive personal contact With
'standard English speakers.
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Theselopiniobs have thrived for years in a fertile cli-%
mate of racism, but their foundations are quite weak
once we recognize that they are largely perpetuated
through popular mythology.

McDavid (1964) suggested that foreign-language
teaching techniques be used with speakers of nonstan-
dard English. In response to McDavid's remarks, Einar
Haugen stressed that mastering bidialectalism is more
difficult because the linguistic distinctions are so
subtle. , Thus, when we are taught- 0 new language, we
generally learn an entirely new system, grammatically,
morphologically, and phonologically. But in A bidia-
lectal system, there are tremendous linguistit similar-
ities, and the differehces, while readily detected by
native speakers of the language, are not the same as
for the pers6n who is learning_ALnew language.

Partially for this reason, several programs that
used for ign-language approaches met with minimal
success. Stud is were often confused when teachers
tried to disti .sh sounds that were undergoing lin-
guistic change. For example, when I was a student,
teachers spent an enormous amount of time concentrating

,on the differences between pin and pen. While I have
;nip real argument with teaching this difference, stu-
lents usually did not get a complete picture becaue
these same vowels are ,merging (i.e., losing thelr pho-
nemtc distinction) in other linguistic environments.
Foi a word like men, which oan be pronounced as /men/
or:AplIn/ without any change, in meaning, the vowel dis-
tindtkon is not important. Consequently, students may
not understand why the pin/pen distinction is impor-
tantAafter all, many words have quite different mean-
ings ithout different pronunciations (e.g., trunk).
Students seldom get the full picture, so they usually
get eoifused. But blame should not be -directed at
teacher,h, because they usually get misinformation as
well.

Onc we see the distinction between" 'bilingualism
and bidiAlectalism, dialect readers might seem to be,a
logical P,structional alternative. However, dialect
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readers (i.e., books written in nonstandard dialect)

seem inadequate for the educational needs of Black

children, land, upon close examination, they are often

more complicated than 'their. standardized equIvalent.

There-are several reasons why I take this, position, but

I

one should suffice for my purpose here. In order to

ve an adequate writing system for BVE,-the dialect

m st,be standardized 40 that readers- and wr rs can

*k ow what the writing conventions are. B se of

obvious historical pressures, Black American dialects

are among the most diversified--and rapidly changing- -

in the -United States. It would therefore be tremen-

dously difficult to establish a national (or regional)

BVE, complete with dictionary, adequate qrammatical

descriptions, etc.

,

Stewart (1964) was one of the strongest proponents

of dialect readers, but the Black community strongly

objected to his proposals. Most parents that I 112.x.e..0

interviewed feel that theix,-shildren's educatkpn wallid

be excessively retarded if' they were, taught with dia-

lect readers. All of the Black adults that I hay.d

interlAiewed over tie past nlne years'concur with

opinion. As a group, they have expressed the categor-

ical feeling that BlaCk children should' be serious

about getting an education, and in America that Is a

traditional education *n Standard English.

Finally, Labov (1972) painted a fairly dismal pic-

ture of the educational pliaLof Black children, and

like Abrahams and Gay {197 he attributed most of

these differences to cultural factors. The factors

that Labov saw as being needed in a successful program

are .discussed at greater length later in this paper.

aAs linguist-I concur with Labov's (1981) observation

that linguists can contribute to the alleviation of

language-related problems.. This is particurkit 'true

in the United States, where our culturally pluralistic

history has given birth to numerous ethnic and regional

dialects. Our folk 'mythology has in turn provided u,s

with strong opinions about who speaks properly and who

does not. HoWever, it is best to view speech as a mar-

ginal indicator of intelligence. Some societies judge

i
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wisdom by the length of silence; such cultures are in
direct Obnflict with the value judgments that most
Americans attribute to "eloquent" speakers.

:,

vf The ultimate objective of the National Neighbor-
4.6d Literacy Program (NNLP) is to provide community
group with access to elementary language arts skills.

.-, Because such a p/bgram will use volunteers, the final

structure must4-4ecommodate the needs of all who want to,
improve their language arts skills--even ajdult volun-
teers who heye not fet mastered readin7themselves.
For Black Americans the needs are dual: the NNLP must
be structured so that skills can be taught in a highly
motivating atmosphere; and, in consonance with the
objectives of Holt and Simpkins (1974), the program
must have mastery of the standard language arts as its
'ultimate goal..

DESIGN OF FLEXIBLE NEIGHBORHOOD LANGUAGE ARTS
PROGRAMS

As suggested Previously, one of the main reasons
that it is difficult to operate effective language arts
programs is largely cultural, but there are additional
individual realities as well. Many adults have great
difficulty reading, and this is usually embarrassing to
them. Two anecdotes from my own field work illustrate
this kind of frustration.

I conducted most of my fieldwork while I was
employed as a lifeguard, and in order to qualify for
that position I needed to take some classes. with the
American Red Cross. My awareness of adult reading
problems came about during one of the first-aid
courses. A common practice in Red Cross training is

for students to read the material aloud to one another.
This practice insures that all student's will know the
text, even if they do not read it on their Own time.
The assumption' underlying such.a procedure, however, is
that the students in these courses already know how to
read; this waI not the case with my first-aid course in
Philadelphia. A woman in her Idte 50's would develop a
terrible hacking cough every time the group reading

26
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/f.

began. The cough, of course, prevented her from being
able to read, but this cough lasted only as long as the
reading period, and no symptoms would appear until just
before it was time to read.

Anothee gentleman, in his mid 50's, would make
jokes during his turn to read. Bob (a pseudonym) was
World War 11 veteran who worked as an ambulance driver.
His personal image was that of a dedicated soldier, and

was as committed to doing any job that was assigned to

him. But when it came,. 'reading, he resorted to a
jocular attitude, which' wa atypical of his normal

serious demeanor. The jokes ere an obvious attempt to

mask his difficulties with e text. These ploys were
painful to watch,and I can only imagine the Personal
anguish that existed as part of the actual masquerade.
It is nevertheless quite understandable why most adplt
Americans are presumed to have mastered the basics of
reading and writing--because those who have not often
hide their inability to read and write.

In -Tome of my recent research on Standard Black
English, I asked a series of questions on "how to
become a successful person." A frequent answer waq
that children need to receive help with their studies.
With educated parents (like my own, who both hold doc-

toral degrees), children are able la receive some

direct--and accurate--assistance at home. Others have

been forced to "make"it on their own." The problem is
somewhat paradoxical because all concerned parents want
their children to get a good education, yet they them-
selves may not be comfortably able to lend the support-
ive advice that can make the classroom teacher's job
easier.

Most of the parents that I have interviewed hope
their children will learn the skills they need at

school, and many parents seek help for their children
if they cannot provide it themselves. This community

assistance process has existed in .pockets of Black

communities for years, but the process has not been
systematic, and many talented peopPe who would like to
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help educate Black and trier Minority Children have not

been fully utilized.

The- NNLP, therefore, ;0<i, es to assist these

groups in,their home settin. ree objectives can be
. filled with an effective sup ort network of community
volunteers! These ..yolunTeers--Community, Reading

Counsejors--would assist teachers in mijch the same

manner that paraMedcs assist doctors. The following

benefits are envisioned:

1. Teachers will benefit directly if adults in

. the community are able to -give their students
educational support.

2. Many adults who have not had adequate oppor-
tunities to.learn'basic language arts skills
can do so vi-th MIOnimal chance for personal

embarrassment.

3. In,relation to (2), the training of the Com-
munity Reading Counselors (CRC's) must be

structured so that reading is ,not a prere-
quisite for being a CRC volunteer, although

beginning CRC's will be teaching very ele-

metary concipts (e.g.,. being certified to

teach the English alphabet, or certified to
teach long and.short vowels).

.
*

Mockler (1980) has o tlined some of the basic com-
ponents for cooperative neighborhood education, and

readers are dvised to c suit his original work for a
more thorough' discussion of how a community-based pro-
gram' can be, stru d. One vital addition to

Mackler's observat ons needi to be made clear. While

. Mackler sees the school as the locus for this type of
community program, I think that other organizations are
in an excellent, position to help"as well., For example,
SWRL and,the Center for AppliedLinguistics have tradi-
tionally provided information to concerned -eskicators

and scholars. These research centers could also assist

school districts, P..T.A.'s, church groups, Girl Scout

groups, or YMCA's in structuring their own neighborhood

t.
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reading/writing prograts. While I agree with Mackler
in his call for a cooperative venture, ,we must take
care to approach adults in any community-ased program
with sensitivity to their needs.

The nature of contemporary education is such that-
Most children have one opportunity to learn how to

read, and if they miss that chance, then their oppor-,
tunities in adult life .are severely limited. Since few
programs have addresied this problem in an ethnosensi-
tive manner, I would like to suggest that one of the
best, ways in which we can help adults is by showing
then how they can help their children, grandchildren,
and friends. By making their commitment Co the chil-
dren, adults would--in all probability--be more highli
Motivated to learn than if°only their personal concerns
were at stake. By beginning with elementary concepts
and then gradually moving on to more difficult skills,

'the CRC's will reap the added benefits that all teach-
ers experience--reinforcement of their own language

arts skills through teaching what they have learned.

linguists, educators, awl anthropologists should
be able to assist it this process through their inter -
8isciplinary research. Thus, an organization with
large funds will of course, have options that are not
available to those with limited funds. In any event,
the job of the national coordinators will be to advise
different groups on their particular options for the

NNLP. Regardless of the community, however, each group
should develop a program that is effective for its own
purpose.

In an effort to make a gradual transition from the
macro to the micro perspec4ive, let us assume for the
moment that such an organization is in-place, as illus-
teated in Figure 1.

The local program coordinators would be given a
variety of options for the type of materials that would
be used with various studentsl.and these same volun-
teers would have opportunities to work directly with
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Figure 1

A Tentative Organizational Framework for a
National Neighborhood Literacy Program

Option A Option 5 V

(For isolated or IFor larger regions
Tail groups) and populations)

NATIONAL OFFICt REGIONAL OFFICE
OF NNLP 104. for a state)

Program Coordinator

Program Coordinator

COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL
OFFICE

11/

Program Coordinator

Local Community groups
with 1/014111Ore

CERTIFICATIONS CRC Supervisor . '

CRC UMW Instructor
I

CRC Instructor

CRC Assistant Instructor

CRC Senior Reading Advisor

CRC Reading Advisor

CRC Assistant Reading Advisoi

'Options A and B are dictated by the number of students volunteers that
we participating tee program Thus in neighborhoods no municipal or
regional (Micas twat community groups can contact the national program coon
ainetOedneCtIV Each lOcal branch is stoned by certified volunteers as illuSlrated
above. Every volunteer is given the title of Community Reeding Counselor and
Wpm,s convey then retitled rant. within this local group
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parents as well. The CRC's would receive some type of
formal certification similar to the cards that are dis-
tributed by the American Red Cross for their courses,
and each certificate would indicate what each CRC is

qualified to teach.

At this pint I would like to examine the ethno-

graphic benefits of such a program for teachers,

parents, and students. We must always keep sight of
the teacher's need to provide traditional educational

skills. The challenge lies in meeting these needs with

adequate motivational rewards. Labov (1972)

recommended that adujt Black males, around the age of

25, be placed i9 the schools. to help teachers with a
variety of needs. Disciplinary problems domprise a

clear example of how community assistance can be

rendered. Because the NNLP is a voluntary program,
disciplinary problems will be reduced by the extra-
curricular nature of the program. Those student; who

participate in such a pr,ogram will have the advantage
of more individual attention, and the CRC's, will also
have the option bf serving as an informal information

network for interested parties (e.g., schools,

churches, etc.

The imate success of these programs, however,

will depend on t creativity-of sensitive scholars and
educators, because we will need to make learning fun if
students are going to be genuinely motivated. Most of

us who have already lear.ned how to read and write have

done so with considerable effort, and we now take

archaic spellings and other linguistic inconsistencies
in proper (historical) stride. But the tasks of read-

ing and writing can seem quite abstract- to minority

students who do not receive the necessary incentives to
stimulate their interests right now.

rn a program like the NNLP, the CRC's would con-

duct a series of educational competitions, and suitable
prizes would be awarded periodically for students who
perform' successfully. This practice has already met
with much success inoBell's (1980) Colorphonics pilot
study in Austin, Texas. While the concept of immediate
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-reward for successful performance is not new, the use
of modest rewards for non-traditional students has not
been fully exploited. In addition, private businesses
can sponsor local NNLP contests For possible tax bene-
f*ts, etc. My own experience illustrates the value of
competition. When I was a student, sch I was consid-
ered to be a very serious matter, nd games were
reserved for recess. But only on the pl ground did I,
and other Black youths, encounter the timulation of
competition with our peers. I would like to suggest"
that this healthy competition,can be directed for pos-
itive pedagogical use, and that students are better
served if this competition prepares them for the inev-
itable pressures of adult life.

LYRIC SHUFFLE: A GAME FOR TEACHING SENTENCE
STRUCTURE

At this point I suspect that the reader might be a
bit skeptical. After' all, others have claimed that
reading and writing should be fun, and they have failed
with alarming regularity. My suggestion is a simple
one: Try the game yourlf with your students. Pre-
liminary research. at The University of Texas at Austin
suggests that you_will be pleased with the positive
results in your students' attitudes and with their aca-
demic performance. THis portion of the paper describes
a serieS of games that combine music, lyrics, and the
individual words of the lyrics as a basis for teaching
reading and writing. The combinat4on of these compor
vents is the foundation of the LyriC-Shuffle games (see
Appendix)..

The games presented here are viewed as a "supple-
mentary reading system," and my remarks will focus on
pedagogical application. ,While Lyric Shuffle is

designed to' be adapted to the needs of Ipudents with
varying degrees of reading proficiency, it is best /o
benin with the implications that affect remedial read-
er,. Labov's (1972) article titled "The relationstiof
reading failurt to peer'-group status" notes five compo-
nents that need to be addressed when teaching nonstan-
dard ,,ISeakers (presumably members of minority groups)
'low to r2ad:

12
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To acquaint the teacher with the Specific

interests of members of the class And help
design reading materials centering on the

interests.

'2. To provide effective rewards and punishments
that will motivate members of the street
cylture for whom normal school sanctions are
irrelevant.

3. To lead group discussion on Topic; of

immediate concern to members of the class.

4. To lead boys in sports and other recrea-
tional activities in school ti

5. To maintain contact with boys ,outside of

School, on the streets, and help organize
extracurricular activities.

(Labov, 1972, p. 254)

Lyric Shuffle is designed to attack the first

three concerns directly by using entertaining games
that can be structured for coherent classroom (or pri-
vate) use. The strength of Lyric Shuffle lies in its

flexibility to accommodate the needs of both elementary
and advanced readers, and, if combined with other games
that teach vowels and consonants' (like "fun - emits" or
"Colorphelics"), it can have direct applicability to

the more difficult taiiks of teaching nonstandard (or

non-English) users. English is used here only for the
sake of illustration, because with slight modification
Lyric Shuffle can be used in monolingual classes, in

general bilingual education, and for teaching English
as a second language. Again, Lyric Shuffle will ser4e
students with varying degrees of reading proficiency n
each of these categories.

Cameral Procedures

Different games are outlined in more specific
detail in the Appendix; however,, the common elements of
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the games are Outlined here. Under the direction of a
trained teacher (or some other supervisor', students
are provided with copies of the lyrics of music that
they,Are about to her Students are therefore able to

' hear the music a! the same time as they are examining
their personal copy of the lyrics. As the song- is
being played to the students, the teacher/supervisor
simultaneously identifies the words as they are sung by
the artist; an overhead projector or some other tech-

-. nique can be used for this purpose. Once the song has
been played, students are provided with (or write their
own) word lists consisting of the vocabulary in the
corresponding lyrics. Word cards (i.e.., flash cards)

es can also be used. *Any words that are re ted in the
lyrics (e.g., within the chorus) appear dlOy once on
the word list/word cards.

,A11,of the Lyric Shuffle games have a basic Gammon
component: The games require students to rearrange the
words to form new sentences, 46 poems/lyrics, or an
original (short) story. Therefore, depending on the
reading ability of the student, the *task can be

adjusted to fit the needs of the individual student.
As, students gain proficiency, the complexity of. the
gases cad be increased to present new challenges, and
more importantly, the more advanced versions of Lyric
Shuffle will introduce new language arts skills.

Many other supplementary systems concentrate
exclusively on reading as receptive beha'vior,
to the exclusion of writing; however, Lyric Shuffle
bridges the gap between reading and writing by combin-
ing elements of both into each ,game. This creative:,

writing component represents tnevariety of games that
Asan be structured for Individual students and for small
teams (3 or 4 members) in a contest format. Lyric
Shuffle contests can serve to motivate students to

.perforth at their mpximum potential, and team playucan
use peer -group support as another means of motivation...

', \n general terms, then, student tasks involve, the
manipulation of the aJailiebLe vocabulary to form new
sentences and/or stories, which are directly associated
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with the words that appear in the lyrics of the song

being studied. Again, these games can be adapted to
fit lyrics for music from any era, in-any language.

Reviewed below are the implications ef Lyric Shuffle
games with respect to Labov's observation tpat efec-
tive rewards °and punishment are important consider-

ations for,teaching nontraditional students.

Methadon Through Popularity

Educators alone cannot hope to address all five of

Labov's (1972) ,components simultaneously, but Lyric

Shuffle addresses the first three components in.a man-
ner that can be controlled in a classroom setting with

careful music selection.

Interests of gro22 members. In classes where stu-

dents represent a (suETaul urally cope 've group, a

careful selection of popul r music c rye as a

direct source of interest. The ularit the music

is essential to the success of the overall system, and
the new music that is always being produced is a ready

source of new reading material for the Lyric Shuffle

games. The'music that is being used with Lyric Shuffle
_should be constantly updated to ensure that the music
keeps pace with changing student tastes. As has been
the case with Bell's (1980) "Colorphonics," song selec-
tion should be handled with care, especially whe0 young
children are playing these games. When possible, par-.
ticiption from the private sector could include direct

affiliation with verious performers; appropriate

arrangements could be completed through contract1ual

agreements.

Effective rewards. :ontests, prizes, any-team
Awaltpetitions represent a foundation of incentives for

students to'perform Lyric Shuffle with speed and accu-

racy. A variety of modest prizes could be awarded to
reinforce both good behavior and language arts skills.
As stated, remedial students can perform simple tasks, .

like forming a single new sentence from. the lyrics of a
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son-T. And as proficiency gfows, sp too will the coarg-----
plexity of the corresponding Lyric Shuffle ,,game,

.thereby expanding to complement each student's creative
potential.

Group- discussion. Because popular lyrics are usu-
ally a part of the student's home environment, the

content (e.g., semantic interpretation) of the lyrics
can be dlscussed with respect to a variety of linguis-
tic questions. Under the supervision of a trained'
instructor, students can discuss specific words, (e.g.,
their spelling and pronunciation) and the meaning of
the lyrics as a whole. Again, this aspect of the pro-
cedure can be utilized Ath students at.all levels of
reading proficiency. By conducting general discussions
for each new song, teachers can use the music as a

vehicle to introduce students to difficult linguistic
topics like ambiguity, homonomy, and synonomy.

Compatibility with Other dames: The Problem of Elementary Phonics

Those students who are new to reading or who have
failed to learn how to read must first learn some ele-
mentary phonic relationships (i.e., the correspondence
between sounds and their orthographic representations).
Dorothy Lee (Lee & Scott, 1978) has developed just such
a game, called "Fun - emits "; J. Michael Bell's (1980)
"Colorphonics" also examines some of the vowel repre-

sentations. In, short, elementary students will need to
learn the-Otsicoorthographic representations for their
language in Order to play Lyric Shuffle games with
ease. Once students have learned he basic vowels and
consonants, more stimulating assignments will be neces-
sary, and it is within this context that Lyric Shuffle
provides an expandable system. Each student's creative
rearrangement of lyrics will represent a personal

achievement; in addition, for many students Lyric Shuf-

fle will present an attractive alternative to more
traditional composition assignments.

-
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Advanced Students: Morphological Options

At the more advanced stages of reading, the prin-
ciples of Lyric Shuffle can be extended to other word
parts (e.g., prefixes, suffixes, and tense markings).
Thus, for advanced students the games can, -in every
instance, be prayed using words and parts of words.
Moreover, the advanced stages -of Lyric Shuffle will
eventually require the vet), same traditional standards 4.

that are necessary for writing within the larger soci-
ety; however, these gays are designed to develop
reading and writing skills as a gradual process.

Suanstary of Lyric Shuffle

The procedures that are outlined here represent a
means of using music, from any era and in any language,
as material to teach reading and writing. The specific
objective is to provide an entertaining format in which
students can improve their language arts skills.
slight modification, the procedures can be applie to

both remedial and advanced readers. These games can
complement any existing reading system and provide
attractive alternative for instructors as well. Lyric
Shuffle games should be up-dated frequently to keep
pace with the changing tastes in music; this flexibil-
ity will maintain the interest of nontraditional
students. Finally, .1 want to again stress that-these
procedures can be adapted to the needs of students in

monolingual classes, in bilingual education, and in

English as a second language.

CONCLUSION

This outline of a community-based language arts
program is intended to be suggestive more than anything
else. Each coMinunity and social organization will need

to determine its own requireMents and resources. The

scope of the problem is clearly national, and it is for

this reason that 1 have chosen to refer to this concept

as the National Neighborhood Literacy Program. Like
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the American Red Cross, this program can be staffed
with highly motivated volunteers, who, based on their
talents, can obtain certification to teach increasingly
more difficult aspects of the language arts skills.

Lyric Shuffle has been presented as an example of

\N
a highly motivational game that can be used to teach
sentence structure. Depending on the needs of the Com-
nity Readirig Counselors and teachers, other games can

be adapted to meet the .needs of students. My objec-
tives ere are to provide teachers and interested lay-
people with a tool that can be used immediately and to
offer tentative suggestions as to how to meet the edu-

-tational needs of minority children in a supportive

community environment.

Al/though we are concentrating on writing needs
here, the feedirig and bleeding nature of language arts
skills must be acknowledged. 'Writing will, of course,
help reading, and vice versa. The NNLP takes this into

account by meetin he, needs of two neglected minori-

tieg: classroom eachers and motivated adults who have

not yet master their reading and writing skills.

As I see it, the analogy of the American Red Cross
is supported in contemporary society, where technologi-
cal advances are widening the gap between professional
and illiterate populations. Just as Clara Barton rec-
o9nized that wounded soldiers needed to be bandaged, I

recognize that the legacy of illiteracy among minority

groups results in social wounds, which masquerade as a
cultural disease that is passed frolm generation to gin-

,eration. Black Americans have historically supported
each other whenever it was possible, and the cor,cept of

a National Neighborhood Literacy Program is consistent

with that tradition.
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AN OUTLINE OF LYRIC SHUFFLE GAMES

For the sake of'brevity and illustration, I will
outline some general principles kir four different
games. At this stage of development I am not concerned
with a formal exposition,of rules and point scoring;
rather, 1 will outline .s'series of games that can and
should be modified by instructors and/or the players

- themselves. As indicated Previously, these games can
be adapted to the needs of'three types of - students --

monolinguals', bilinguals, and those students being-
taught English asA second language% From a purely
linguistic point of view, Lyric Shuffle manipulates
words and/9r morphemes that are derived from the lyrics
of popular music. This game does, not attempt to teach
phonics, and playErs are prisumed to have an elementary
'understanding of the orthographic representation of the.
language they will be using, -

a,,

It would be counterproductive for me to attempt to
designate_ which game is best suited to either elemen-
tary or advanced ,students; this decision will ulti-

' P mately depend on the individual players. Rather, I

twill outline the simplest games first and will gradU-
ally introduce Stk more complicated versions. The
final decision 'to play Alpe. version as opposed to 7
another can* of course, dre modified' based on actual
p13717""performance. What follows then, are some
simple instructions for ow one would ccimplett, a.series-
of games. In some inst nces it will be useful' to spec,-
lfy 'distinctions betwe n .individual and team perfor-
Mance) for the most part, 'these games are designed

. to be d with a balance of individudI and team
- A

Akr .

" , SelitesCe' Shuffle

Sentence shuffle can be played by individu4 or
tea1is .of up to four players. The basic gaffe requires

3ct: 41
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that players roll dice to determine the number of words'
that will appear In the sentence that they are about to

\jreate. , They then create a new sentence, using the
vocabulary from the lyrics and the number of words that
appearedron the dice. ro.ints may be applied or sub-

' tracted, depending on the roll of the dice.

Students, either as individuals or as rotating
members of teams, roll the dice twice to determine .the
number ofi-words'per sentence that the student must crcr
ate. The student therefore. has two options, with the
exception of when the sajne humber is rolled, twice.

Points are given based.9n the number of Words in a

sentence, where longer sentences receirve more points
through the use of more words.' The primary, and imp9r-.*
tant, exception occurs when students roll "snake eyes";
it fis very difficult to construct, sentences with only
two words. This accomplishment is- given 12 points.
The final score is, of course, basedon the accumula-
tion of points for stAcessful completion,of the task.

*),As students become more proficient, the task can be
timed, beginning. perhSps with

one

minutes and grad-
ually dOcreasing the time to one minute: Stddents keep
.personal records of their performance on individual '-

score cards.

Game 2: Poet Shuffle

Poet shuffle is viewed as an individual game,

which can optionally be played with dice. In either'

.version, the player determines -how many lines will

appear in a new poem (or new lyrjcs). Since poetry

reguires-ireaier writing skills, ,players have the

\option topse the corresponding,vocabulvy without the
quantitative restrictions that* are 'imposed when they,"

roll the dice.

Advanced studsr4s should be encouraged to be cre-
ative with available prefixes and suffiZes.as well. As

with Game 10 students can compete withi-n specific time
frames,' thereby structuring the game to suit classroom

requiremints.,
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Game 3: Soils Shuffle

Students should have a folder, or some means of
keeping their lyric sheets and word lists. As new
songs are accumulated, additional games can be created
that utiliie aspects of Games 1 and 2, using additional
wordp from more than one song. In this iistance, the
individual/team rolls the,dice, say, two or three times
to determine which songs are to be combined. Thus, if

each song sheet is numbered, students can reproduce
Games 1 and 2 employing the vocabulary of more than onear
song. The complexity of this kind of vocabulary mixing
can be managed as long as '-'each 'ndividual song is

assigned a number so that it can be randomly selected
by rolls of the dice. Scoring woul e similar to that
for Games 1 and 2.

Game 4: Sim Shuffle

When Lyric Shuffle is adopted for classroom use,
the final assignment for the semester and/or school
year can be played by both individuals and teams. As

envisioned, this would be the final asslgnilnent for stu-
dents at all ,levels (i.e., elementary/remedial, inter-
mediate, and advanced). Players tould'use all of the
vocabulary that is available from the songs in hand.
Thus, if story shuffle is plfyed with four songs, the
vocabulapy will be more restricted than if the same
game is played later in th. school year with'12 songs.
Teams and individual pliwers are requir'ed to write a
(short) story based on the words that are available,
without restrictions regarding sentence length, etc.
Thus, story shuffle represents a specialized composi-
tion assignment, but the scope of the assignment is

determined by the popular music` that the ,students
enjoy.
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SPANISH-ENGLISH BILINGUALISM
I IN THE SOUTHWEST

"N

Maryellen Garde
National Center for Bilingual Research

Alo

Spanish-English bilingualism-in the Southwest is a

very complex phenomenon. Even if we limit Spanish-

English bilingual speakers to those of Mexican ancestry
in the United States, we are still including over six

million people.* This group ranges in linguiastic abil-

ity fuel those who are productively monolingual in

English with a passive understanding of Spanish to

those who are productively monolingual in Spanish with

perhaps some "survival" comprehension and 'production

skills in English. Yet even those monolinguals, should

be,inclladed in this discussion of Spanish-English

biYing-ua1ism in the Southwest, as should those Mexicari-
Americabs who have made their way out of the Southwest

to such places as Detroit, Chicago, and Milwaukee.
Their inclusion is call,ed for because of the cohesive-
ness of the socio-cultural community, and because the

*Mernindez-Chavez et al. (1975, p. v) report

"upwards of six million Spanish speakers in the south-

western states." Macias (1979), using figures from the
1976. National Center for Education Statistics surveys
reports the population of Mexican origin rn the, United

States, to be 6,797,000.
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societal bilingualism of the community reflects a cdM-
mon ethnic and linguistic background.

The description of the linguistic rmeperloire of
this 'bilingual community is complicated by the fact
that Mexican-Americans have been in this country both a
very long time -- before it was this country, in fact- -
and a very0hort time. Spanish speakers have been in
the Southwest since the late 1500's in New Mexico,*
where they may categorize themselves as Hispanic or
Spanish-speaking, and yet more recent immigrants have
just received their papers--arreglado los papeles--to
come here legally. Mexican-Americans are bound
together by a common ancestral language - -a European
one, since their Indian languages were not encouraged
in la patria, the mother country. They are bound
by a c n reason for. being here, that is, better eco-
nomic opportunities for themselves' and their families.
Usually their initial work experience in this country
has been in low status jobs in indtlatry, manual labor,
pnd agriculture. Filly, Mexican-Americans are,bound
by their physical heritage: usually a brown skin and
Indian features that make them look different from
other Americans. The linguistic problems faced by the
first and succeeding generations of Mexicans in the
United States adds another dimension to this sense of
community.

The great degree of variability of individual
bilingualism for Mexicans in the United States should
be kept- in mind as the generational chart, shown as
Figure 1, is discussed. This chart presents an ideal-
ization of the linguistic ,repertoires of these genera-
tions. in accounting for actual language use, the
specific linguistic norms of geographically identifi-
able speech communities should be taken into account,
as should appropriateness rules for the upe of each of
the codes, determined by the situational context of a
conversation.

'NAA Spanish colonization party reached what became
ew Mexico in 1598, according to Bills (1975).
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Figure 1

S

EnglishSpanish Bilingualism:
Linguistic Repertoires of Successive Generations

of Speakers of Mexican Heritage

ENGLISH LANGUAGE MIXING SPANISH (
First generation interference from Spanish

phonology
false captains ',..
syntax

Cods-shifting from Spanish
to English if ability allows

Standard Mexican Spanish
southern norms
northern norms

Rural Mexican Spanish

Second Generation

--,--.

Chicano English
community norms for
English

pronunciation
expressions

Code-switching Southwlisf Spanish
Cods - shilling (Chicano Spanish)%avaimmies°

other terms- Specialised
Spanglish PachuedCalb
Tex-Mex
Pocho Spanish

Third generation English wording to
local norms

May he's Chicano English
charecierNtics .,

Codswitching from
Spanish to English may .

indicate limited fluency in
Spanish)

Southwest Spanish
words. phrases
specialized uses
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THE FIRST GENERATION

As .4e see from Figure 1, the first generation has
the problem of learning English.* The first generation I
needs oral English for basics communication in public
places. However, even this much English is not neces-
sary if the surrounding community is !also Spanish
speaking, and if there are shopkeepers and others who
meet the immigrants', basic needs. In my current
fieldwork in a Los Angeles suburb, I spoke with a mono-
lingual Spanish speaker about the change in English-
language demands on her in her immediate neighborhood.
She said that the peoplein the local shopping center- -
the cleaners, Mario's Tacos, the store, and ,the
collection person for the electric company--all could
speak Spannh now, and she didn't have to it for her
husband to do all the errands for her. MyIrandmothers
have lived in this same suburb for the past 25 years
and still , do not speak English, although they can

understand much of it 'because of their bilingual

children.

The English of first-generation speakers is likely
to be heavily influenced by their Spihiih. As a former
ESL teacher, I can attest to theefact that if you get

adult learners to say volleyball correctly, you have,
won a phonological battle, because Spanish has no /b /-
/v/ phonemic contrast. The vowel difference between
hat and hot needs to be reinforced semantically,

because of the five.votiel system of Spanish as opposed
to the basic nine- vowel system of English.\False cog-
nates must be discouraged, such as "cultured" (culto)
for English "Oucated." Syntactic interference may be
exemplified by the following sentences, translations of
their Spanish equivalents:

*The first generation consists of the immigrants
who are the first to ljvcdn the United States; the

second generation consists of those who are born in'

this'country; and so on.
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This is the first time I come to this Class.
"Es la primera vez que vengo a esta

4 haven't been here since five years (ago).
"No he estado aqui Place circa o arms."

It makes five years that I haven't been

here.

"Hace cinco as que no estcy aqui."

How many years do you have?
".Cantos ahos tienesV"

The Spanish of the first generation is presumably
not a problem, since it tends tek be used in non-formal
domains.such as the h and the community, and speak-
ers are therefore not "ewed negatively if theirs is a

non-prescriptive diale t. First-generation Mexicans
who speak both English and Spanish may shift from one
language to another fir whole stretches of discourse,
but do not do the rapid, intrasentential switching that
we see in the second generation.

THE SECOND GENERATION

F r the second generation; language .use 'is mora

probl tical, being very closely linked with cultural
ident y, whiCh needs to be maintained in the face of

the apid acculturation expected in the United states.
Because language ability may directly affect academic
achievement, career choice, and economic mobility, it

can also determine an individual's sense of personal

success or failure in life." The second-generatiO.
speaker has a range, of linguistic varieties available.
There is the home dialect of Spanish, which may be
standard Spanish, a rural or other non-standard vernac-
ular, or an English-influenced Southwest Spanish.

There is English-Spanish code-shifting (intersenten-

tial) or code-switching (intrasentential), the latter a
speaking style that functions to show ethnic in-group
solidarity in some speech communities. And finally

49
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there is English, which is acquired in the school and
A: usually in the community as well.

The English of the second generation (often called
"Chicano English") may differ among local communities.
In Los Angeles, for example, L.F1 lowers almost to //
before syllable final /1/ in stressed syllables, so
"elevator" becomes "alevator" and "helicopter" becomes
"halicopter." Some syntactic norms may be different
from those of non-Chicano speakers, suCti-as in the fol-
lowing sentences:

Your dad is coming home until five o'clock.
"Your dad isn't coming home until five

o'clock."

We made her a party.
"We threw a party for her."

Or, "We gave a party for her."

They put him a cast on his leg.
"They put a cast on him."

/Or, "They put a cast on his leg.".

A Los Angeles native, .Richard "Cheech" Marin (of the
comedy team Cheech and Chong), uses Chicano English to
great comic effect in his routines and movies. His
English is characterized by a unique local intonation
and is liberally sprinkled with formulaic Spanish
expressions. The underlined terms show in-group soli-
dprity when used to greet friends: "How are you, ese?"
"Good"to see you, pendejo." Rpugh translations are:
"How are you, man?" "Good to see you, stupid jerk."

'Southwest Spanish and cods-switching between
English and Spanish have been looetd down upon by many
educators--Southwest Spanish because it is heavily
influenced by English, although it shows the normal
characteristics of linguistic change in a language-
contact situation, and code-switching because to may
it seems a hybrid of two languages and not truly one or
the other. These negative judgments are reflected in

AP
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the ,terms in Figure 1: Tex-Mex

Spanish.:-The horizontal brace 1

ries indicates that there is a t
is meant by these terms in the li
the Span-ish speakers who use the

ly, the terms Dave little meaning,
used as pejorative labels for speeh
be otherwise described.

panish-English Bilingualism

Spanglish, and Pocho
kind the two catego-
e confusion of what
ature as well as by

ms. linguistica,l-

ut they are often
rieties that can

itIs he coming back/

Men* Well, that'Slihat he said He
said he's corning down in about two
weeks sera it una corrida de twos
Dice qua the way he feels nght now,
you khbw, he,doesn't care who bull-
fights (unclear) Eloy Cabazos or
nobody Even if it's a calf. I'll come and
see it, see somebody bullfight a calf So
he's going to be coming down in about
two weeks And he says he's been real
busy hacrendo adobes Pala una case
qua est* lusciendo y comprando supplies ,

Flipme2

IntrasententialCode-Switihing
(from Valdes, 1978, Spanish is in I ice)

Sue* Oyes, in two weeks that
be the sixth?

.PrIent-fourth of July weekend, pow no
me duo eiartamente cuando

(3)

Sus*. Pardue si wens, si van ustodes el
bullfight es* die, ass dbnunpo. I might
be there, because my friend and her
husband are bringing her auspros Her
suspros are from Tennessee y iris van a
!raw y (worm nevarios una comda de
10,011 SO we she wrote to me
YeSterday and asked me find out if
there is a bullfight
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'ls he c trig back/

"Well, the s what he said He id he s
coming do in about two wee s to go
lo a bullfigh Hpelaisys that the ay he
feels nght, n , you know, he d sn t

care who bu fights (unclear) Eloy

Cabezos or, n y Even it its a If

I'll come and s if, see some
bullfight a calf he's going to
corning down in a ut two weeks A
he says he's been real busy makin
adobes a house e s building an
buying su plies

"Listen (hey), in two w
be the sixth,"

Fourth of July weekend.
say exactly when

Because if he comes, if you
the bullbgth that day, that S
might be there, because Ty frtg
her husband are bringing her
Her in-laws are from Tennessee
they're going to bring therm \and
want to take them to a bullfight Sp
we she wrote to ma yes)
*eked me to find out If t

bullfight "
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livasentential code-switching is a speech style
in whi:h tie switch is rule-governed and not random.
The discourse segments in Figure 2, taken from the work
of ,ValJ4s (1976), exemplify this speech style.* The
phras.!s or words that are switched comprise syntactk
units. In tie first example of a switch, in discourse
segment (1), the phrase in Spanish is a purpose clausewhi:h

ii mailtained in Spanish; it would be.ungrammati--
cal to say ". . . two weeks para go to a corrida de
bulls." Li<ewise, the last phrase in segment (2) is

mailtailei al a whole in Spanish;, it would be ungram-
mati:al to say ". . . weekend, pero no me said exactly
cuando." The preposed indirect object pronoun me and
the verb dijo must" stay in the same language. Some
words can be switched in the middle of a phrase--nouns
which may be culturally or conceptually more appropri-
ate *in one language than the dther, or which may simply
be easier to say, e.g., "bullfight" for corrida de

toros and suegros for "in-laws" in (3).

Figure 1 shows Southwest Spanish, also called Chi-
cano Spanish in the literature, as one of the codes in

411111%

he "second-generation bilingual's repertoire. Again,

se label; are convenient, simplifications. Because
the Spanish language has been here so long, and succes-
sive migrations of Spanish- speaking people have contin-
ued to come "north from Mexico," the popularly spoken
local vernaculars in the United States are variable
phonologically, lexically, and syntactically. In the
literature, Colorado and New Mexico are singled out as
being bastions of Spanish archaisms. For example, old
verb forms such is vide for vi "I saw" and true for
"tie "I br ught" are noted. The other SoUthwestern
states ten to be less conservative, as they are more

i
tobviously i the path of the Mexican Migration north-

ward, through Texas- and Arizona and across to Cali-
fornia, and are thus continuously exposed to new
generations of Spanish speakers.

*In the article from ;457kr...h this example was taken,
Valdes (1976) examines reasons behind the code-switches
for each stretch of discourse.
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The extended discourse; in Figure 3--Cabrestea o se
Ahorca, "Bend or Break" (Rodriguez, 1938)--exemplifies
various characteristics of the second-generation Span-

ish dialect.* It is a dialogue between a Mexican and a.

Mexican-American that was performed in the traveling

tent shows of the 30's, with Mexicans poking fun at the

way Mexican-Americans speak.** The influence of En-

glish on this dialect of Spanish is evident in the

borrowings (e.g., char "short," mofle "muffler"),.loan

translations (e.g., se backeaba pa tras "would go

back") and semantic extensions of some Spanish words

(e.g. arrendo "driving (a car)" from arrear "to drive

(a team of horses)"). Also found in this dialogue are

elemetits of Pachuco (also called Cal6)--the Spanish

slang of the pachucos, Mexican-American youths who

added their own innowelions to an argot that gained

popularity in the 1940's.***_

*For an overview of the characteristic features of

the dialect, I recommend Sanchez (1972). For an over-

view of the preserit state of research on the English,/
and Spanish of Hispanos in the United States, I recom
mend Bills (1975).

40* *The dialogue and translation are taken from an
album issued by Arhooliejecords, The Chicano,Experi-
ence, edited by Guillermo HernAndez. A recording of
the dialogue by Netty and Jesus Rodriguez, done in the
1930's, was played as part of the oral presentation of

this paper. This album also contains other songs of
linguistic and historical interest, withii, neat, lyr-

ics and translations provided by the editor and Yolanda

Zepada.
***The Pachuco argot of the United States South-

west is commonly agreed to have originated WEI Paso,
Texas, and is ascribed to the criminal element there
(Barker, 1950; Ornsetin and Valdes, 1979). It is said

to have been transmitted to other urban 'centers, nota-

bly Los Angeles, during world War II. However, Barker

notes that the Jargon was attested to in the early

1930's by older informants. He suggests that a large
part of the vocabulary may have come from the call), or

argot, of the Mexican underworld, traceable to the gyp-

s sies in Spain.
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Figure..3

aloolipe Stammer Mexican and a MexicanAmerican*

ABRESTEA 0 SE AHORCA

,Ay compadre' 4, Que es esa ensarta de
disparates que the este diciendo?

4,Como disparates') Pos. si le digo
que me taide porque- automobil
rempezo a imetear y gam pasand,o
pa aca ga* Mezzeo en el camino no mire
une ni un sign y la carretera no as de
chtquete como alga. pos me ponche dos
veces y tuve que caminor en nn y con la

flejeada comb cu*o males,
aluego se -me tapo el mane y al rato
tuve un chor

A ver. a ,ver. iexpliquese miss
despacio. porque la verdad no le he
entendido

e que Ilegue a un garage
pocipe gaseline y el

macanic me chit, ue la *eke que yo
verve arrendbrnietiaba tante poique era
de secon hand y que et tuner hacta un
chor egra pipe del gaseline

,Valgarse compadrer. de vents que
usted cia teatime'

lo que mite, me ire es at trouble
qug tuvp con mi euera No me quizo dar
otra chanza y se me fue con otro bato.
Se me puso muy heavy y le habit a la
choti y me duo No te me pongss
pesao y vale mas que te pintes, bato
remit), porque. si no, te denuncid
moiado

I Pero, Como me dalastimai

a-

,Huerca desgraciadai Names vido que'
me empezaba a acabar el mend y le

aomenz6 a dar caldo al wachemao y
.todo porque era blanco pijo que pa' ca
ni un peso. que meior se backeaba pa'
tress a tener un good time con el bolillo

BEND OR BREAK

Compadre, what is all that nonsense
that you're telling me?

What do you mean nonsense? I'm tell
ing you that I'm late 'cause the
automobile started to miss and since
once you caps over into Mexico you
,don't see any algnii and the road isn't

e over there, well, I got two )or
tires nd had to ride on the rim for

abtiu four miles, then the muffler-Clot
plugged up and later on Ihad a short.

Wait, wait, explain yourself a little
slower because to tell the ;ruts, I

haven't unberstood you.

You see, I come tq a garage to buy
some pas and the mechanic teld rite
that the junk that 4 was driving was
missing so much because it was a
secondhand car antlhat the timer was
making a short with thf gas 0*.
My goodness, Compadre, lu6w I pity,
you

What really makes the angry is the
treubki I had with my girl She didn't
want to give me another chance and refj
me for anothbr guy She got real heavy
and calledthe cops and told me. "Don't
get wise with me and you better scram,
crazy dude, 'sause if you don't I'll report
you as a weick.
How I pity you, Compadre'

0

Damn 'woman, as soon as she saw I was
running out of money, she started flirt.
ing with the tyatchdtan just becau he .4
was a white man She said at she
wouldn't ,take way,
that stiid rather go and have a
good tithe with the Anglo

FrOm Rol:Mauer (1938/ boldface typo mdtr.ates distinctly* Spanish vocabulary
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(Figure 3 continued)

,Ay, pero como me da lastima.
compadre t

Comadre, at entrar aqui. at pueblo,
vide units ichavas de aquella melaza,
voy a var sr a atguna de ellas fe saco un
date pa' Ilevarla a dar un 'ride' y atuego

r la hero al mono y si no quiere ir al mono
at menosie merco su ice cream de a
dime pa' comenzar a darle ganchola A
ver si me dachanza que se me quite
la pelota de la otra

,Pero cOmo me da usted lastima,
compadre I

Buono, despues de todo que le hace
que la tfuirca aquella me haya dao pa'
dentro, al fin aqui hay munchas Mire
comatlre, 'con este tipo con estos
cakes y con este suera, le aseguro que
mas tie cuatro se van a quedar picaos

Buono, bueno, pia esta bueno de
letanias 0 se calla o me habla usted en
Espanol porque desde que empezo con
su ensarta de disparates no le he enten-
dido nada GOue rayes qulere decir con
aso del 'gasoline . 'la chava 'la huerca',
y la chanza'"Expliquese usted como la
^gent% GPues. qd6 ya se le olvid6 su

Poe as que asi se estila el use de
hablar en Texas

Bueno, que asi hable; los de ally esta
bueno, pero usted es mexicano y ahora
esta usted en Mexico y si nouiere que
le tomen el polo habie usted como
gents Recuerde que el debar de todo
ciudadamo hOnrado st detente es
perfeccionar su vocabulano para qua se
le tome como persona educada No hay
que corromper con disparates nuestro
precioso ichoma, as, as que una de dos
o se cornge o se devuelve, porque aqui
mums completos

Oh. how I pity you. Compadre'
4

Comadre, when I come intg town I saw
some very good looking girls I'm going
to see if I can get a date with one of
them to take her for a ride and then go
to the movies argLif She doesn't want to
go to the movies, at least I'll buy her an
Ice cream for a dime so I can start to get
cozy with her Maybe she'll give me a
chanct to forget my tow for the Other
oner

How I pity you, Compadrel

But after all, I don't car if that lady
screwed me up, because ere's plenty
of girls right here Look, omadre, with
my looks. these shoes and this sweater
I bet you a bunch of guyi are going to
be envious of me

All right, all right, that's enough of your
preaching Either Vou shut up or you
speak to me in Spanish because since
you Started with all that jabbering. I

haven't understood a thing What in the
world do you mean by all those words,
(in bold) Explarn yourself properly Do
you mean to tell me that you've forgot-
teqn your language'4

Well, that's theipy they talk irrTexas

Y-
All fight. if they talk that way over there.
its fine but you are a Mexican and now
you are in Mexico and if you don't want
to be taken for a foot, talk like a decent
person Remember that the duty of
every respectable and decent citizen is
to improve his voc ipulary so that he'll
be considered an ebucated person We
must not corrupt Our precious language
with nonsense So /you hive a choice
either you shape up or you gg. back
beyse there's no room for that here

This thatoguli, Wen from a traveling tent show. illustrates the local skits which comics
developed for rho amusement of their Chicanoeuelic

a
SS
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This dialogue exaggeratesxaggerates the way that most,.

Me*ican-Americans speak Spanish because the perforAnce
was intended to entertain a ChiCano-public whose life
in the United States had created new norms for Spanish-
anguage use. It entertained because it wasrian exag-
geration and because it was a good-humored reflection
of some of the new norms not shared with Mexicans who,
still lived in Melico.'

The features that distinguish Southwest Spanish
from other popular Mexican-Spanish dialects are vari-
able between speech,communities and across individuals.
The influence of English is undOubtedly a factor, but
in more subtle'ways than culture-specifiC lexicon and
translations that aee ascribable to interference. For

example, my research on para "toward" (Garcia, 1981) iR
phrases that name a location in ve b phrases of motion
indicates that-both working-clas xicand& and Menjcan-
Americans use para, in vari n with 44to mean "to,"
but Mexican-Americans use i more frequently and in a
greater range of semantic and syntactic contexts. The
example below is-taken from an interview with a 40-
year -old El Paso native, whose usage would be looked
down upon by speakers of Standard Spanish. '

Yo tengo como veinte aiios yendo para Juirei.
"I've been going to Juarez for about twenty

years."

1 /

In-lRe next example, a 60-year-old4lexican-American
speaker disregards the constraint that pare (realized
as pa'1, the contraction of andand el) introduce a con-
crete location.

Y se alist6 y se fue pa'l Air Force.
"And he enlisted and went into the Air

Force."

The fact that prescriptive English language use is
more impOrtant socially and economically than prescrip-
tive Spanish use in the United States doubtlessly con-
tributes to distinct norms for the Spanish language in
the United States. Southwest Spanish differs from
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standard Spanish in part because a formal style of.

_Spanish is not normally' needed, so local norms for

Spanisti language use are created.* The second genera-

tion has frequently' been maligned becadse Spanish-

language prescriptivists have not recognized the

linguistic validitY'ofthe.English-influenced dialect.

THE niall GENERATION

in Figure 1, we see that Ole third generation has
lost Much of the ethnic, language, as is typical of many

immigrant groups. Again, this is not necessarily the
across the board, but. is dependent on such factors as

home-language use, contact with Spanish-dominant speak-

ers, and visiting patterns between the United States
and Mexico. Generally, the home language of the third
generation is English, which is spoken according to the

norms, of the, local community. If there is code-'

-switching from ,,Spanish to English, the Spanish is

likely to have English syntax with fillers like y2u

knew, I mean, and um instead of este. Spanish is

likely to be halting, even when used in the doniin of

the family,- such -as when speaking with one's grand-
parents. It may ojlso serve speckilized functions, such
as signaling in-group solidarity with Spanish words and

phrases (e.g., andale pues "go .on then," ay to miro

"I 11 be seeing you ") ih conversations where the pri-

mary langua§e is English.

In the example in Figure 4 fromo,,sixteen-year-old
third-generation Mexican-American girl ("GC") .born and

raised in Michigan, we can see the difficulty that

speaking ,Spanish presents. By tier own admission, she,

cannot speak ,much Spanish although she painfully,

attempts it in my interview with her.

'*It is not clear to.what extent a formallywcorrect

"standai'd Spanish" is spoken in any Spanishlanguage
community, either in the UnitedStatir-or in Mexico.

Different ldcal norms of correctnes appear to distin-

guish one speech community from another. For further
discussion of differences in norms for Sfinish use, see

Bowen (1972) and Garcia (1977)
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Figure 4

Intssview With a thirciGionisation tilexicsurics;n

.Int.: 4,Cuando estabas en Titles.
habtaste espror

OC: No. I can t talk that much I can
talk very little Can talkI can
understand you anything you tell
me in Spanish but I cannot talk
much English I mean Spanish

Int. 4, Poi qua"

Oa I don t know I ve never learned it

Int: 4,S4 te pregunto due te gusto mas
en El Paso o en Juitrez,_

GC: Me gusto la como la gente
°stabil ails y todo me gush!).
you know?

Int: 41.0 sta la comida mexicana. o
te gust mas

OC: Como yo ()toy todo el tiempp
aqui me gusta mas ally polque
hily steaks y todo y no me gusta
la Esfoy todo el !tempo con
Afestcon food; you know?

When you were in Texas, did you
speak SpaFilsh,"

"Why?"

'If I ask you what you liked more in El
Peep or in Juarez," 4 .

I liked the the way the people were
there and alt I liked it. you know,-

'Do'you like Mexican 'food, or do you
prefer T.

Since I'm here all the time, I like it
better over there because there are
steaks and all and I don't like the
I'm-'always with Mexican food, you-
know"

From the discourse in Figure 4, one can see that,
even though GC tries, some Spanish, what she can express

is limited# She -uses y_ todo "and alt" as a fill7in for
those things she can't express; hec usage of you know

acts as another filler., She repeats estoy todo el'
ttempo "I'm all the time," whereas a more fluent Sw-
ish speaker might say, 'Siempre como comida' mexicana

aquf "I Always eat Mexican food here." interestingly,

she turns back to English for Mexican food. English Iv
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her dominant language, and this sample from the inter -

yievr illustrates that.
°

This discourse sample also illustrates language

shifting across turns in a conversation- The:partici-

pants are both Mexican-American females, and both are.

bilingual. The fact that GC prefers English to Spanish

is evident in her English responses to parish ques-

tions. This pattern is not unusual for in-group bilin-

guals: GC's Shifting to Spanish is motivated by my

implicit request for her to speak it, which woul' not

have been made if I
had,not wanted to'elicit some Span-

ish from her. infact, because of the uneasiness that

speaking Spanish caused, I went back to English for the

rest of the conversation.

GC had taken Spanish in high school, which helped

her to speak whAt Spanish she did with me. I believe

that reading and writing are important for Spanish-1

language maintenance of third-generation Mexican-

Americans as a whole. By the third generation,c. if the

schools have none Their" jbb, EngFxish-language rgnrAL

ability is no problem., and teaching English - language

writing skills may be no more4iffic4lt for them than

for other monolingual English speakers. The opportu-

nity to read and write Spanish from grade school on

into junior,. high and high school years would help

third - generation speakers to capitalize on their bilin-

gual experience. It would be an opportunity to main-

tain an ancestral language that for many is;.not used

orally, not even in the home.

CLOSING

This paper has presented a cursory, overview of the

linguistic repertbires of Mexican-Americans in he

United States andsome of the characteristics pf The

linguistic varieties available to ethem. I have

attempted to convey a sense of the hetetogeneity of time

linguistic community and have suggested the diffidulty

of the task of describing Spanish-English billaguall4m

59
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for even one extended family of speakers, taking Mexi-
can immigrants as first generation, their chiedren as
second, and grandchildren as third. The teakhing of
literacy skills in both Spanish and English to members
of this- community can serve tO enhance an already-
extensive range of langubge abilities.
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FROM-"JIMOSACSCO" TO "1
NARANGAS SE CALLERON Y

. EL ARBOL-EST -TRISTE EN
LAGRYMAS": WRITING

DEVELOPMENT IN A
6. BILINGUAL PROGRAM*

Carole Ede Ink;
Arizona State University

. What do we know about the development of wriving.
in bilingual programs and how does this knowledge

enhance our.understanding of lit4racy'development gen-

erally? We know a little obout spelling invention; by
Spanish speakers in best settings (Temple, 1978). We

have some data on Spanish "Language Art's achievement"
(which turns out to be reading-test scores;- Danoff,

1978). But as for the development of writing, the

*Fuimos al circo "We went to, the circus"; Siete
naranjas se'cayeron y el irbol esta triste en lagrimas

"Seven oranges fell- and the tree is sad in tears."

Meth are openings in one first grader's, written texts.

The former was written in NoveMber; the latter in

April. '

This paper reports a study in progress that is

being funded 'by. the National Institute of Education,

NIE Grant Number G-81-0051. Other colleagues working

on this project, are Sarah Hudelson, Florence Barkin,
Kristina Jilbert, Nancy Mendoza, Mary Guerra-Willekens,
Teresa Rosegrant, and CarlosVallejo.
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productive side of literacy, that complex process of
orchestrating multiple cueing systems to produce a text
that functions pragmatically in a situational context
(Harste, 1980), that set of recursive thinking pro-
cesses orchestrated by a writer during the act of
composing (Flower b Hayes, 1980), that juggling and
meshing of global and local intentions with global and
local conventions during the construction and explor-
ation of possible worlds in the pursu of under-
standing and explanation (Smith, 1981 a, ), that sym-
bolic system that moves from a second ord r to ia first'
order means of translating the condense meanings of
inner speech (Vygotsky, 1978), or even that type of
visual text intended to be at least one sentence and
that is completely composed -by the child (Graves,
1975)--what do we know about the development of all
this in a bilingual program? Nothing.

To be fair, we are onl.p beginning'6 know £bout
the development of such a process in any kind of pro-
gram, bilingual or monolingual. However, althdugh
research interest in the writing process is a recent
phenomenon (Graves, 1980), it has produced extraordi-
narily fruitful results, in large part because many
researchers have turned their backs on traditional

. methodologies in educational' research (e.g., Bissex,
1980;,DeFord, 1980; Emig, 1971; Graves, 1981; Harste 6
Burke, 1980; King, 1980; Perl, 1979; Shafer, 1981;
Sommers, 1978). Their studies have not used test data.
They have not- stripped away context by collapsing set-
tings. They have not tried to investigate writing from
the researchers' perspective. Their aim has not been
prediction and control, but undeettanding.' In short,

' their work has been naturalistic (Guba, 1978) or qual-
itative (Erickson,- 1977; Rist, 1977). And rather than
being of limited use becaue it did not select subjects
randomly, attempt to control for various biases, estab-
lish stringent experimental conditions, etc., thisre-
leerch has been eminently "generalizable" in a pforound
sense. That if, others interested in the writing pre-
cess have been able to see in diverse settings
instances of the findings illuminated by these studies.

,
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The present study was undertaken to help fill the
void in our knowledge of the development of writing in
bilingual programs. It was'also designed to maintain a

steady view of the contexts in which development takes
place.

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE STUDY

To understand the development of writing in school, we have to find a
school where children write.

From observing and talking with teachers Tn nume
ous bilingual programs in Arizona, Florida, and Tex s,
we have found that writing is a rare event in bilin ual

classrooms. To be sure, children fill in bl nks,

answer written questions on basal-reader stori, end.

textbook selections, and put weekly spelling words in
sentences or stories. But the bilingual program at our

study site is the only one we know of in the Phoenix
area where children create their own "possible worlds".
in writing on a daily'basis.

To inderstsuid the written product, we have to know the context.

We were determined to conduct our stud); in a well-

described- context so that both we and others could
.interpret and believe our findings. Therefore, this

study is-of writing in one bilingual program that pro-
.

vides a particular context for development. Further,

the subjerts.come from one classroom at each of three
grade levels. Not only the particular program but' also
the particular classrooms are individual contexts for
the written texts that were produced.

We conceived of "context" as teacher and aide

beliefs,-- classroom writing activities, program philo-

sophy, administrative attitudes, . sociorpolitical-

economic_poaltion of the children, parental attitudes
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toward the program, school histories of the children's .1

older siblings, and the language situation of the
-community. (The practical reality of tremendous cost
and'Iabor caused us to eliminate a careful invest ba-
tion of the minute -to- minute, face-to-face interactions
that cArry people's assumptions, and theories about
writing and'that comprise the crucial micro-context of
development.)

Children are hypothesis-creators.

Whether in. relation to first language acquisition
(Lindfors, 1980; Peters, 1980), second language acqui-
sition (Fillmore, 1976; Hatch, 1978), early reading
(Barrera,- 1981; Clay, 1969; Ferreiro, 1978; Goodman,
Goodman, & Flores, 1979), mature reading (Smith, 1978),
or beginning writing in English (Clay, 1975; DeFord,
1980; Graves, 1979; Harste -& Burke, 1980), language
users reinvent rather than "copy" the psycho-socio-
linguistic systems they use. Many of the hypotheses
with which they operate can be inferred from the texts
(oral or written) that they produce, especially,
the "errors" and the contextually related variations in
production that act as .indows through which we can
glimpse these internal and tacit hypotheses.

There Is some relationship betvieen the development of waft in one
limpageandinanother. Avow ,

When literacy instruction in the first language
begins before literacy instruction in the second lan-
guage, reading test scores in the second )enguage are
higher than when no first-languageliteracy instruction
is provided (Rosier & Farella, 1976; Skutnabb-Kangas &

l'
Toukomaa, 1976). Data from immersion progranis indicate
that reading-test performance in the first language is
not adversely 'affected by reading instruction in the
second language (Cummins, 1979); Investigations of the
reading process during actual reeding showthetaLthi,s
process is .the same regardless of the language in which
one is realPlqg (Flo'res, in press). If reading is

"1/
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related across languages, writing in One language is

most likely related to writing in another.

4

WM.( is edscadosally important sad worthy of study. .

storically, writing has been artificially sepa-
rated from reading, yet both are part of literbcy.

Moreover, writing and reading depend on and -,e7Kance

each other (Moffett.6 Wagner, 1976; Smith, 1981a). It

is largely through wide reading that various writing
conventions are acquired and through extensive writing

that one comes to understand an author's perspectives
and problems. Further, writing functions as much to
help the writer understand and'explore various ideas as
it does to communicate those ideas to a reader (Smith,

1981a). In other words, writing changes the writer--it

helps the writer grow conceptually and expressively.
Thus it is a crucial tool in achieving educational

Oak.

THE STUDY

With these assumptiogb we set out-to investigate
the development of writing among 27 first, second, and
third graders (nine at each grade) who attend a unique
bilingual program in northwest Phoenix. By looking at

their written products, co)lected at four times during
the 1980-81 school year, we hope to be able to under -
stand each child's development over one year;

Our broad research questions are as fdilows:

1. What happens over-time and at any one point,in

time to several aspects of the children's

writing ?` I.e., to their spelling inventions,"
the structure of their writing (beginnings and
endings, organizational principles, -links

between propositions, ete.), their hypotheses
concerning $ qgmentation and punctuation, their

use of code wItchIng in writthg, stylistic

67,
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devizes and content features (characters, set-
tings, "sense of genre," etc.), and our sub-
jective impressions of quality in the content.

2. HoW is one aspect related to another? (E.g.,

at a tine when children do not sespent within
proposition, do they use explicit links
between propositions?)

3. How is writing in Spanish related to writing
in English?

%
What can we learn from biliteracy about
various issues related to literacy and lit-
eracy instruction? (E.g., appropriate
sequences in language arts, the relationship
of literacy learning and teaching.)

METHODLOGY

We lAgan with a core research starf.of three.

These three people h va ing degrees of knowledge
about the context of our da . Two had conducted work-
shops, in-service training, and on-site courses for

this bilingual program over the past four years. .The
'third is the director of the program. Consequently, we
have not garnered all our information on context in the
past year. Some of it comes from and all of it is

enhanced by a long, history of interactions in the

distrfct.

Prior to the opening of the 1980-81 school year,
we selected. - first-, one second -, and one third-

grade classrodin as the sites for data collection. At

the first-grade le we had four classrooms to choose
from; at the second- and third -grade levels, we bad a
choice of three each. We made °A selection based on
whar.ve believed at the time about the relative quality
of teaching and ate teachers' attitude's Coward and

beliefs about writing in school. We did not want a

randpm sel.ction, bukrather a thoughtful one that

would provide good sitM'Cor looking at development.
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We coll.ected all the writing done in these three
classrooms during the first week of school. Through

subjective evaluation by each of the core staff members
(considering both content and written conventions), we
selected three good, three medium, and three poor writ-

ers from each class. The tih,tention Was 'not to compare

writers, but rather to increase the likelihood that we
. would see a range of abilities and a variety of growth

patterns.

The first wWc's writing,°used for selecting sub-
.

jects) became the first of four collections. The

others were from late November/early December, mid

Febr #ary, and early , Apri I. These four collections

yielded a total of 556 pieces.

To aid the investigations of several aspects of
written texts, we rewrote each sample using conven-
tional spelling, spacing, and punctuation.* TAnty-six
of the 556 pieces had to be eliminated from further
analysis because we were unable to decipher them.

The collections were then analyzed by .separate

research teams, each with a single responsibility

(e.g., one team worked on code-switching, another on
spelling). The fact that many people looked (t the

same data for diferent purposes created a many-layered

*These rewritten forms are provided in the follow-

ing text. Someday, researchers might study the process

of interpretingApung children's writing in the

authors', absence. he decisions in deciphering seman-

tic Wand .syntactic encodings and the multiple cueing
sfstems (including other texts by the same writer and

.11.11

er texts 'written on the same day by different

e ldren), accessed by sympathetic adult readers,might
elp in the understanding of literacy processes. We

S rewrote some piecesNoeveral times before we. arrived at '

... the stage of "of course, that's what that says!" Even
.......

,,..... now, after many rereadings, a string of letters occa-
sionally suggests a new and better interpretation.
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perceptual net: 'Not only have different perspectives
been brought to bear on the same data, but different
perceivers have discussed the same data.

When we are finished, the analyses will consist of
at least four parts:

1. We immersed ourselves in the data, deciphering
it, forting it, reading and re-reading it,

uplaying" with categortgitvetc., until major
categories emerged from a combination of this
immersion and our previous knowledge about.

writing. That is, we tried (but rejected as
inappropriate) Voss a priori categories based
on Britton's (1971) functions and roles of the
writer. We tried and found useful some of
Read's. (1975) distinctions. Our fine cate-
gories, however, are all that the data sug-
gested. For example, we code for the major
category of punctuation and the ,fine cate-
gories bf unconventional pbnCtuation patterns
such as "every line starts with a capital" or
"every line ends with a period."

2. Once the categories were established, wetcoded
each piece in a manner appropriate for even-
tual computer storing and sorting.

3. As the research teams coded according to their
assigned aspects, we also began to keep a run-
ning list of impressions/hunches and unique
texts that might get lost in,computer tallies.
These running lists will help to guide and
interpret our computer analyses. They will
also supply details for the qualitative Con-
clusions we witl juxtapose against our more
quantitative ones.

4. We /ill analyze computer-sorted and tallied
codiligs to feinde quantitative .trends w/thin

'major categories, as we compare each child

across collection times, grade levels, lan-

guage of writing, and assigned and unassigned
pieces.
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Through interviews, we have obtained teachers' and

aides' descriptions 'of how writing occurs ,in their

classrooms and their beliefs about children's writing

(its value, what constitutes "good" and "bad" writing,

4/c.). School records and interviews with selected

families have provided us with information on the edu-

cational histories of our subjects' older siblings. We

have observed the print environments in these class-

rooms (what printed materials in what language are used

for what purposes).

We have also obtained scriptions of the commu-

nity. language situation t at were collected .by an

anthropologist employed by the district. We are gath-

ering Bilingual Syntax M sure scores and other test

data for our subjects. W have observed both the study

classrooms and some\oth classrooms in the bilingual

program to find the inc dence of oral code-switching,

')to watch a few children s they go through the process

of writing a piece, to.see what kinds of information

about lfoguage and literacy the teachers give to chil-

dren during reading and writing times, etc. We have

also collected some writing samples from classrooms

that are not in our study. All of this is part of the

context.

THE CONTEXT

We conducted our study in a small school district

serving 3642 pupils; 623 of these are in the bilingua.1

program although 1669 have been identified as having

limited English proficiency. The district is located

in a semi-rural area northwest of Phoenix. Until a

special election in Spring, 1981, three distinct conl-

munities lived within its borders: a small group of.
primarily Anglo farm-owners/ranchers; a large group of
Hispanic settled migrants and migrant-worker families
who work in the onion, cotton, and cutflowen fields;

and a still larger retirement community. As a result

of the election, the latter community is no longer

within district boundaries.
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Over ,20t of the school population is Hispanic;
4i5.9% of Hispanic families are below poverty level.
According to 1979 statistics, the unemployment rate in
the district was 23.2%. !lost of the children in the
bilingual program qualify for free lunches.

Thu./Mhe farm work is being increasingly mechanized.
any of the migrant adults are twice migrants--

migrating in and out of the district and also spending
many of their days within the disttict, migrating from
farm to farm looking for places where by-the-day human
work is still available. Many children go with their
families 610 the onion fields each day and work for four
houftbefore they go to school (N. Wellmeier, personal
communication)...

).,

According to preliminary findings from an inzthe-
home language survey and from observations in homes,
stores, work places, and meeting places, Spanish is
overwhelmingly the language used in all adult -adult
interactions (N. Wellmeier, personal communication).
Children occasionally use English with and receive
Spanish from adults or use both English and Spanish
with each other. There iv little print in the homes,
though older adult family members report that they
write letters to relatives. 4,

Parents' initial luke-warm acceptance of the
bilingual program has turned into active, enthusiastic
support_ in the four years of the program's existence.
They now send their children to school so regularly
that bilingual program classes win district attendance'
trophies. When meetings of the Parent Advispry Council
for the bilingual program changed from being held only
in English with Spanish translations to being held in.
Spanish, attendance `quadrupled. With much more wide--
spread community involvement through the PAC, many more
parents know about school events and endorse what. they
have learned.

District administrators have supported the bilin-
gual program's activities and have allowed the program
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01' g.

director tp:ydevelop the program's philosophy and cur-
riculum. She is knowledgeable about current theories
in educational linguistics and has a positive view of
the language strengths of the bilingual program chil-

dren. The teachers in the program are'well aware of
this directorti enthusiasm for the progress they have
made toward increasing the authepticity and wholeness
of the literacy and language experiences they plan for

children.

This brings us to the contextual layer we call

program philosophy. Written documents, in-service

training, interaction with the director, and tbe,

reports of many of the progrpm teachers reveal that the
Philosophy has the following components: a whole-

language approach to literacy and language development
(Goodman 4 Goodman, n.d.), heavy emphasis on writing
for real purposes to varied audiences, first-language
literacy instruction, writing and some reading in the.
language the child chooses, and an integrated approach
to curriculum.

Classroom practices match philosophy in varying

degrees. Some program teachers have only begun to move

away small-skills instruction and controlled,

fill-in-t -blank writing. Others are able to allow
children considerable control over their choiceof
written genres and topics. Others maintain a clear
separation between curriculum content areas. Still

others consistently engage children with types of

entire discourse that exist outside the classroom, such

as real conversation (Edelsky, in press), pen-pal

letters, stories, jokes, shopping lists, interviews.

This is in contrast to Other classrooms where both
artificial parts of discourse (such as sentences and
paragraphs) and classrooaksnly genres (such as imper-

sonal journals, letters to no one, reports of an event
to an audience that was present at the event) prevail.
In other words, we find no perfect match between

practice and philosophy. p.

This is also true for the three study classrooms.
Still, these three teachers and three aides should be
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applauded for the strides they have taken toward prac-
tice that is more like that called for in certain
theoretical statements on writing and language develop-
ment (Harste & Burke, 1980; Lindfors, 1980; Moffett &
Magner, 1976; Urztia, 1980): Though they are idiosyn-
cratically "imperfect," they all

1. have children writing from one to three hours
a day about topics the children have personal
knowledge about;

2. deliver direct literacy insi,ruction in Spanish
(and in English at third grade);

3. permit children to choose the language they
will write and read (during non-reading-group
time);

4. accept all topics (none are taboo);

5. ,establish daily journal-writing time;

6: send letters that are written;

7. accept unconventional forms (e.g., invented'
spellings, unconventional punctuation, etc.);

8. to a greater or lesser degree, emphasize
content over form;

9. have children share their writing with peers;

10. have certain beliefs
good 'writing or.a g
text, a writer who
and takes risks, who
whd has good ideas);

about w

er

beyond
oesn't me

t constitutes
decipherable
he assignment

11. believe that writing has improved the chil-
dren's reading, elevated. the teachers' and
aides' perception of the children (children
are now seen as more capable), increased th'e
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children's self-confidence and oral expres-

siveness (they appear more questioning, less

passive, more persuasive on their own behalf),

and made teaching more interesting.

Moreover, some but not all

I. establish an environment in which children

control their own writing (by spontaneously

writing at writing centers where interesting

paper and writing implements are available);

2. allow more invented forms than others do;

3. allow varied physical conditions for writing

(the floor, rugs, outside, singly, ih pairs,

interrupted,-at one sitting, etc.);

4. hold occasional conferences about the content

of a text (praising it or suggesting that

children pair up to write a new text

together); a

5. hold occasional conferences for direct teach-

ing of a particular convention;

6. can recall and introspect about their growth

as teachers of writing.

However, they do not

I. establish a need and a demand for children to
interact with a great deal of p blished (end

therefore conventional), whole, itten texts

of different types (it is wide re ding rather

than writing that presents the s teas' to be

acquired; Smith, 1981a, b);

2. "publish" selected works (therefore, children

do not need to evdluate2their own texts to

decide on what will be published, to make

content revisions, or to edit conventionally);
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3. do extensive reading aloud from children's
literature in Spanish;

e 4. hold conferences in which peers or adults
question the wciter on the meaning of a text
to develop an internal anticipation of the
reader's needs.

And the children? We will be able to cite Bilin-
gual Syntax Measure and California Achievement Test
scores, neither of which will tell very much about the
thinking or interpreting they did in

they

to

these tests or about the hypotheses they make about
written language (Circourel et al., 1974; MacKay,
1973). We know they have olxisr siblings who have a
pre - bilingual- program history of frequent referrals to
specialists. We also know them by name and Observation
as complex individuals who write.

This then is the context: a physical settinq, a
community with a socio-economic reality, a langAse
situation, a bilingual program with a particular phi-
losophy, parents wit11 certain attitudes .toward t-he

program, a particular set of administrators, and
teachers with certain practices and beliefs who inter-
act with particular students.

ABOLT THE WRITING: SOME VERY PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

MP-

. As yet, our computer analyses are incomplete.

Still, we can report some examples that we believe
counter several myths that are current in some

quarters. Our data counter the myth that these chil-
dren suffer from language deprivation. But we can be
more specific than that.
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Myth: Bilingual citidnm who are exposed to two languages
"unsystentatiadly" mix codes at random.

Code-switching in these written texts is ari infre-

quent phenomenon. With few exceptions, code-switching
is always intra- sentential and most often only word

l'rather than a phrase code-switch. When it is a raie

code-switch, it is most a formulaic p rase

UNMAIMPI in schoo, such a tudiamos de los indios

Creek Indians "we studied about the 'indians Creek

Indians" (where Creek Indians functions as a single

lexical item) or fuimo, a un field trip "we went on a
field trip." While most of the code-switching seems
to be due to the fact that ths.switched item is not
presented to the children in Spanish (field trip is

more comonly used than viaje "trip" in this district),. ,

this it not always the case. One child wrote about
be r-ng muy, mu% sad and, a few lines later, muy, muy
triste "very, very sad." A few code-switches function
to represent more realistically the reported event. In

a summary of a movie she had seen in English, a first
grader told about Popeye's triumph over a crocodile and
directly quoted Popeye: El cocodrilo se muri6 y el
Pppeye dijo, 'Yay' "The crocodile died and Popeye said,
'Yay'" Asecond grader's picture accompanying a text

showed a child caught in a stranglehold and shouting
let go.

Almost all .of the code-switching we have found so
far occurs in Spanish texts. With rare exceptions,
when the children write in English, they do not code
switch. Even when they mentioned a song learned in

Spanish ("La Wbora del Mar"), they labeled it the

PintIn the ocean. When we look at the in-classroom
Pint availible to them in each languagb, this discrep-
Mew seems sore understandable. Although children have
access to trade books in Spanish, much of the Spanish
print is "home-made" (teacher-made posters, dittoed
reading materials, etc.). Print in English is over-
whelmingly commercially produced. Therefore, perhaps
Spanish texts are seen as more informal thus
hospitable to code-switching, while the connraints on
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code-switching in writing are heightened when writing
is combined with the language of "slick" materials.

Myth: You: writers are insensitive to demands of written texts.

4

. The relative lack of written code-switching in

contrast with a much higher frequency of, oral code-
switching at both intra- and inter-sentential levels

leads us....to.believe that these children have a strong
sense of what is appropriate in oral vs. writ/en texts.
Another example of their awareness of oral/written
distinctions is their tendency to end written, but not
oral, texts in certain ways; i.e., with something 'nice
or polite (y estin bonitas "and they are pretty";
'gracias "thank you"), something final (es todo "that's
all"; fin "the end") or some extended form (it will
stay with us forever.mbre because we're coming every
day, every day).

Not only are they aware of the distinctions
between oral and written discourse, but they also
appear to distinguish between written texts of dif-

ferent genres. First-grade journals all begin with
es "Today is." Letters have quite conventional head-
ings and closings. Stories begin with formulae such as
habfa una vez "Once upon a time.!: Further, some
journal entries are tied to other entries. First
entry:

I
Hoy es jueves. Arbolito hicimos de Christmas. La

Miss D. no estS aqui. Ahora no esti. Me com-
praron zapatos negroS.

"Today is Thursday. A little Christmas tree we
made. Miss D. is not here. Today she is not

here. They bought me black shoes."

Second entry:

ftftio

Hoy es viernes. Y tambign%"me compraron un

vestido.
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"Today is Friday. And they bought me a new

dress."

Other genres may be part of a. larger text, part of

which is oral; e.g., teacher's oral direction: Dime si

to gustaba el recess "Tell,me if you liked recess";

written piece: Me gusta mucho y estaba jugando con mis

amigas . . . "I like it a lot and I was playing with my

friends". (The written piece contains no mention of
what it it that the author liked.) However, while non-

journal gerif4.6,,,In our data may be tied to oral parts of

a discourse, they are.. not directly tied to other

written texts.

In journals, many of the first-grade subjects

write-about going to Circle K and to K-Mart. They also

occasionally write about quantities--numbers of days,

ages, etc. They might have abbreviated both logos and
number words by copying K and by writing 5, yet they
did not. Instead, logos were spelled out and numbers
were indicated by either numerals or numerals combined
with words. For example, for K-Mart there is ceimart,
ceimar, etc.; for Circle K, circocei, ceircocei. Some-

one tiene 12, grado 6 "is 1277e;rscTsITIrade 6,"
according to one author. Others write about being sick
5 cinco dfas "5,five days" or getting Valentines on el
catorce 14 "the fourteenth 14 ". When the children were

drawing and labeling stores,, however, we observed a
picture and sign saying Kmar. In other words, at least

some of these children seem to understand the possi-
bility of alternate means of, representing words and
even the same words. under different circumstances.

Myth: Spanish is grapho-phonically regular.

One frequently hears that Sparf* is more regular
than 4-nglish, that phonics is therefore the logical

instructional approach to Spanish literacy. Yet our

subjects invent spellings in Spanigi just as English
monolinguals do in English. However, the children's
Spanish and English inventions seem to differ. Rela-

tivelj more Ippiel inventions seem to occur in English
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and more consonant inventions in Spanish. That is, the
languages are differentially "regular," but not in One
overall way. Spanish phonics did not prevent unconven-
tional consonant spellings. Moreover, in these class-
rooms where content is primary, the children's early
phonics instruction has not prevented them from writing
what they cannot spell conventionally. in some program
classrooms where phonics plays a much bigger part,
children's writing looks like phonics workbooks and
imparts little content:

Amo a mi mama. Amo a mi paid. A mi mama amo.
(etc.).

love my mother. I love my father. My mother I

love." (etc.)

As the children get older, invented spellings seem
to be based more on phonics generalizations, sounding-
out strategies, and speech community norms than on
phonetic features. That is, substituting vien for bien
"good" and 110 for xo "I" is based on phonics rules
that have led them astray. Mayestra is a reasonable
solution for maeltra "teacher" if one is elongating the
sounds as one writes and thus inserting a /y /'to elide
the two vowels. And muncho for mucho "much" is

direct representation of local speech norms. At the
start of the year, however, a phonetic - feature strategy
resulted in more substitutions of f for I (both are
fricatives) and of t for ch (similarity in point of
articulation).

When the children write English texts or even
single English words, they generally rely on Spanish-
orthography; for example, jugamos ("we played") nariet
for jugamos 'not it', ai joup llu you agein tu'scu for
I hope you go again to school, ballana umen for bionic
woman. However, other than one child who uses the
letter k when writing Spanish (porke for porque
"b0ecause" and ke for que "that"), the children dO not
use that letter except in English pieces. In these we
find kcost, snack (for snake), walkin, skunk, and other
k spellings.
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Myth: Literacy development is a matter of learning skills.

Myth: There is a ose-to-one correspondence between teaching and
learning.

Our children's means of segmenting and punctuating

texts refute such notions. Labeling their invented

conventions "errors" or "low skills" hardly does jus-
tice to the nature of the data. Instead, we believe
they are evidence for hypotheses that active language

users/acquirers construct as they attempt to convey
sense through and make sense out of written language.
The punctuation data especially should counter the idea
of a one-to-one relationship between direct instruction

r "lessons") and-learning.
$

How to segment language into conventional words is

not self-evident. Our subjects make various hypotheses

about where spaces should occur. Some of these might

be considered syntactically based. That is, there are

hypotheses that spaces should occur _between but not

within propositions, as in (1).

Hay e lu new

Papa- 'rne,a0,(A vat-o.

c15Grpunpari,

rnec,ornionclArleraunciProl)
Hoy es lunes.
Paph me da un pato.
Hicieron un party.
Me corm un dari y era un atole.
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s

"Todayjs Monday
' Dad gives me a duck.

Ihey made a party.
ate a Dairy Queen an it was an 'atoll''

Ar
(a'cprn drink)."

hypOthesis that- spaces should Occur between but not
within noun phrases and verb phrases can be seen in one
page of a journal (2). . .

114u

(2)

oy. 5 Jcreve N

-6(1 n h 0

,
\.o4.'re.le..
Hoy es jueves1 ,
Me gusta el niiio

de Dios y
losreyes le trajeron . .

4Oday is Thursday
I like the son .

of God and
the kings brought him . . .."

.

There are 'other' syntactically based examples of -no-
space-within-a-4verb-phrase in the first ;imposition in
example (1); no-space-within-a-noun-phrase (mimama mi

.IparnS "my Mother"); no-;pace-within-a-prepositional-
phrase (enlateba ''en la tibgcla "in the store"); no-

, .space-between-conjunction-and-Following -word (imi mama
11: y mi mavi "and my mother"). .
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, Other hypotheses could have a morphological or

phonologfca 1 basi s: segmenting, between syllables.. or
4 .

'attacking one syllable to the next word. In (3), these

hypotWeses can be seen in lines 1, 2, 6, and 7.

(3) le bo II ichk
ca-11e bar eslo

co-'n totlsts s n Tejo s

po ra:C Vn t° d e un ark etc

ca-sect 'tx.neti.tftila-fil tie

y0.4 tue rnerer f I a. Ma

pacepo bo.talre c.k) 111 64
to p °Cu. nO- ben l'o.n a yriocao-

/
P5 3 574 9ro-si Q-5

Yo le vpy a llevar esta
carta a usted Santa Clos
para que me de una moto
Aka casa tiene un cuartito
rani puede meter la moto
para que no batalle mucho metiendo
lo por una ventan y mi casa

es 13574. Gracias.

"I'm going to send this
letter_ to you,Santa Claus

so that you give,me a motorcycle'
and the house has a 1.ittle loom
and you can put the motorcycle there
so that you don't fight much (have a hard time)

Sticking
it through the window and my house

ys 135741,--,Thank. you.". -

if
.

We have identkied two other classes of segmenta-

tion hypotheses: one that groups together contiguous'
.words from different phrase structures, such as para
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que me in line 3 of (3); and one in which single let-
ters stand by themselves or are attached to contiguous
words or sy0111ebles as in me gusta al sta65i= pour t ry
ojala cue . . . (me gusta el Star Wars poster 'y ojali
que . . . "I like the Star Wars poster and I.hope that

I').

While children may try out multiple segmentation
hypotheses, iH a sidgje piece, they appear to be more
loyaj to hypotheses about punctuation, often trying out
one invented pattern in ,several pieces. Thus some
children use no internal punctuation--only a.capital at

the beginning and a period at the end of a long piece;
others*use a capital to start or a period to end each
line. On multi-page pieces, some usea capital to
start each pagp. Others teem to become jritrivued with
separation in gener so that their liberal use of
periods extends to the use of hyphens in "close
quarters," as in (4).

coA*6 JLWbo,LtA _

cl,a0505. *421-1A

6.6\3016 Dski93. 1)4

r 01.el sefot
hrv. lAqiebfl n

Cara Iluvi.a del cielo.
Charcos eq_pl piso.
Oijo las notici s del
radio, el sen del

radio - ya no va a !lover. Fin.
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"Rain was falling frOm the sky.
Puddles on the floor. -
Said the news on the
radio, the ma on , 4

She radio - itls not going to rain any more.

The End."

The variety and frequency of invented punctuation

patterns appear to decrease with age. Likewise the

natter and specificity of' segmentation hypotheses in a

single piece charige or disappear over time. Two impor-

tant points must be Made. here. First, these patterns

were obviously generated by the students rather than

taught by. teachers or by examples in printed materials.

These patterns are not merely errors;, they are sensible

hypotheses, some of which '(e.g., no spaces within

propOsitions, hyphens between words) have been conven-

tional at other times in the history of writing systems

(Ferreiro, 1981). Secondly, in our three study class-

rooMss there a few if any workbook lessons on punctu-

ation and no on segmentation. Despite that absence,

but with ple ty of writing, there is definite movement

toward conventionality.*

Myib: Literacy is constant across contestsorwhen you've got it,
you've got it.

Instead of constancy across _context*, we see

variation in aspects of writing co-occurring with vari-

atioh in many aspects of context. When colored markers

were.available at a writing centir, the texts became

*For our tastes, our study classrooms also provide

an insufficient amount of interaction with a variety of

medllingful, interesting print (indeed, even with non-,

interesting print) in 'Other language. We believe,

with Smith (1981a, b), that maw/ written conventions

are acquired through reading and that With increased

. reading for meaning and no explicit attention drawn to

form, these children's punctuation and segmentation

21rwould have become even more conventional this ye
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more concerned with colors, and the color words were
often written with the corresponding colored markers.
When children were given shape books (bone-shaped or
apple-shaped pieces of paper stapled together) to write
in, they invented rather than reto1d:stories.

The children seemed better able to access a schema
for a genre when the denre was one that was 'familiar
and "pristine" (such as straight-forward thank-you

letters), rather than school created (journals with
neither emotional focus nor problem-solving intent) or
motley (assignments that were ostensibly letters but
that were really reports of information gleaned during
social studies time). That is, thank-you letters or
invitations look and sound like what they are. On the
other hand, ,journals are recognizable\only by their

formulaic headings.(Hoy es . . . "Today is . . . ");

they are essentially sterile in Content. As for the
motley ,genres to serve subject-matter ends, if one
removed the Querida Mrs. X "Dear Mrs. X" from the
social studies reports masquerading as letters, one
would be hard put to identify the genre. Since such
genres -do not exist outside the classroom, no schemas
can be accessed to aid the writer with the structure of
the piece.

Precise infOrmation is supplied for the reader

when that person is clearly an outsider; it is not'

supplied for an insider. Compare tht indication of
time and place in (5) with its lack in (6).

(5) Querida Mrs: Edelsky,

O

A 1

Nosotros vamos a tener uric coma el mierco-
les 17-a las 1:00 PM y es muy sabrosa y digame si
va if. .Sf o no?:rY pase el dfa de Christmas y el
sal6n 4 de la escqtla X y le va gustar muCho.

Tu.amiga,
R.
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"Dear Mrs. Edelsky,

We're going to have dinner Wednesday the

17th, at. 1:00 p.m. and it is very delicious and

tell me if you are going to go. Yes or no? And

spend Christmas Day and room 4 of X School and you
are going to like it a lot.

Your friend,
R."

Querida Mrs. J.,

Yo le voy a mandar la cota de los indios de
Creek Indian. *** (long passage about social

studies information) Y SeAorita J., iquiere venir

a la clase a vernos bailar una canciOn de los

indios y puede it que nos vea a jugar stickball y

a comer?

"Dear 'Mrs. J., _

4'm going to send you the letter about the

Creek Indians. *** (long passage about social

Studiess information) And Ms. J., do you want to
come to class to watch us dance an Indian song and

can you go so that you can see us play stickball

and eat?

R."

With the opportunity to decide genre, content, and

"assignment" in general for themselves, the childrSn

used a greater variety, of 'nres and became more in-
volved with the text.' Our three study classrooms did
got permit such self-determination, but one other

Bilingual prograe first-grade classroom did. In that

classroom, children had a time period in which they

were requiredto write, but there were no constraints_
on what theyrhad to write. Example (7) comes from that

/
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-wPtichl in,a F,rogiam
4

;lt, is unmatched in involvement,* in appro-
..,--pr,iate -operitn-g. speech ace; and in genre by -anything we

-__ hue :toliected from the study classrooms.
- ;

-(7) Mrs. X,,.. to voy a decirle un joke OK? LUsted
conoce a los Polacks? Pues, habfatres Polacks y
end,estatia cargando una .jarra de ague. y el otro
Pbtack estaba cargando una canasta de ecmida y el. _

r ----- v otro 'estaba-cargando una puerta de un carro y vino
un hombi-e y di jo 'LPOrque astSs cargando una cana-
sta de collida?.' 1,ii-jo 'Si tengo hambre me puedo a

' ckmesi- is ,c.omi da que es_ta en- ta canasta. 1. Y le
' di _16 'al siguiente hombre 1 4Pqrque 'estSs cargando

`1,4:--ufla jarra .de agLia? y di jo que 'Si tengo sed me
puede.,-tomar_la agiia que es S en la jarra.' Y le
11,1:.je,a,1 siguiente 4embre qu 'i.-pcifq06. estis car-
§ando -Iota Quetta del carro ' y .dijo 'Si tengo

_ Caloi puedo ,abrir 'la ventana y 1 uego no voy a

. ' .' timer 4aioP. r .Y -ra. se acabO. Tan tap.
... _

_

1 .114i.;5.S.,erIcit 90ingyto 'tell, you a joke," O.K.? _You
..' krbi/Polack's? Wells. there Wei-V-three Polacks and...

.-- .oe was IZAky i mg --a jug of _water and the other __
: -. .. ,PAtack. rias,Aparry ifig` a ..ba ske t of -food _and the other

. yia,s-la,friiitici..'a car "door and a- man came ail ong and- :
' -... hq /aid, ''Why are you7rearrying a basket of,*foorlil

, and' 4,iid 'I f F sill hungry,, t canweat the food. .,

.1'
.
-4

s :10.1CIS in tne- baslietki And he said to the next
. 'map., b114y isretyou,carryiri31 a jug of water?' anli. he. ..

,. said ,,tnt (If I get thirsty -1 can drink the water
'that it irtsCher jug:: And he said to the next ,man,.

--.0,.4% that, 'Why re you .carryin.4 a ;car dpor-V a.pd he_ '
said, 'if I gel hot I can 'pen the window ,and- then-7:-'
I won't de hot.' Aoid it's all 'fini.sbed. ,' , raft'
tan.'ilte .

_..

- a.
4 , .

.
a -. .

. 4
*The wr er was *so

..

enthrone& with tier fJrst.:
"effort that she'spontantousty wrote another of the same

.

..,> -type; - the second was made up. and "pointless from fen - ..
.Y.,.-:- addlt perspective but maintained the joke structure.'.'. i,

, .- . ,- " -
. 4. -_- ; , -

. -- -- - z -.:*,4 t ,

**Ten tan Is a melt:Wit s,igniiture for "The ..-esid,l'
Sifatiarra /JUIN fi ' ," +

-
. - :. /''. 8,1. 4

'



Writing in a Bilingual Program

. This is not an isolated example of what children
can write when they are not constrained. From that
same classroom we have invitations that take explicit
account of the recipient's feelings,

4journals
that

attdmpt to work out relationship problems between the
writer aid the teacher, and summaries of X-rated

movies.

,Our first-grade study teacher began to encourage
spontaneous, unassigned writing midway through the

year. The children coul go to a writing cen and
write on whatever kind of paper, with), whatev Imple-
ments, on whatever Topics they desired. their

unassigned writing, the, first graders drew 6lines on
unlined paper (assigned writing is done on already;
lined paper), sometimes numbered every line (no such
invented convention appears in the assigned writing),
dispensed with their rule that writing must be "-nice"
(at the writing center several reported that, at a

school program, their song and dance contributions were
bien feo "very ugly"), and produced Pieces that

approach the poetic, as in (8).

)

_

Todos los'dfas cae nieve en todas las partes. Y

tambien cara Iluvia en todas las partes y un senor
se rob6 y la policia iba. La policia agarria al'
senor ,y lo Revd a la carcel y allf se estuvo
todos los dfas. Era cuarkdo estaba cayendo nieve.

"Every day snow fills everywhere. And also rain
was coming down all over and a man robbeck and the
police went. ' The police grabbed the man and took
him to prison an there he was forevermore. It

was when the s,noywas falling."

Contrast the unassigned (8) with assigned (9),by the
game first grader at the same collection time.

(9) Hoy es martes. YO voy a hacer muchos reportes.

"Today is Tuesd#y. I'm going to do a lot of
reports."
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e
ik

Not only the content of literacy varies with con-
text, but also the "skills,v the forms. In the third

grade, some children used only manuscript when writing
in English, but either cursive or manuscript when writ-

ing in Spanish. Segmentation sometimes differed de-

pending on the language of the text. When taking more

syntactic risks (e.g., varying the structure of pro-
positions rather than safely listing variations on one
structure, such as a mf me gusta . . . "I like . . ."),

,handwriting became less studied, less "drawn." One

*child, who had spelled Y "and" conventionally since
tebruary, reverted to an earlier i spelling in Apri4

when she &ncentrated.on both switching colored markers
and including as Many color word& in her text as she
had different colored markers.

In other words, literacy is an orchestration of

multiple cueing systems in a three-dimensional space'

(graphP-phonic wrapped around syntactic wrapped around
semantic an#' pragmatic systems; Harste, vo), all
embedded ill' the layers of context we have described.

Changes in any of this affect the rest._ But isn't

there one general thing__ called reading or writing

ability? Based on the interim fangs from these

data, we don't think so.

14

Myth: The teacher is !trek:sat; the learner learns alone..

w

Although we have add,,,,to the arguments in favor

-of .a hypothesis-constructing lit'e'racy learner who may

u4e, adapt, or ignore details of direct teaching about
literacy, our data also argue .t at the teacher

is a major contributor iiptthe - development of

writing. .. -,`

- The teacher's expectit_ ns,- about the child's

writing abilities determined at the child in fact

wrote. The fit-St-grade. stu teacher believed that

entering first graders could' wr Therefore, the

September data for first gradSconsist of

labeled or signed pictures. El 01 vember, she be eved
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they could compose thet-r own, journal entries if guided
by a teacher-established structure. The second collec-
tion,from first grade is made pp drone assigned
thankyou letter and journals that are variations on
04 theme Hoy es Junes. Hicimospapeles.- Fuimos a la
tienda, etc., "itlay is Monday. We did papers. We

c

ITIElo the store, etc." That is, ip "easing" the

ildren into writing, the teacher managed to commu-
nicate that in journals one lists surface.features of
what one did the day before. In February, she began to
believe she could "take the lid off.", The varie y and
richness of the third and fourth collections re i lects

the "removed lid." From what fiappened in two other
norwetudy first grades, we can tell that this change is
ftot simply a function of the children's own maturation.
411..one class, the teacher turned major writing deci-
sfahs over to children from the beginning of the year.
That classroom produced pieces that reveal that the

writer* were taking major risks in genre, syntax, and
topic`. In the other class, the teacher believed that
children need to spell conventionally and decode accu-
rately in reading in order to write. Writing from that

classroom as late as April still resembled texts in

phonics workbooks.

Other reflections of the effect of -the teacher's
beliefs about, values in, and theories of writing also
appear in children's writing. The .second -grade study

teacher believed that quantity was a mark of develop-
ment. In.attempting to please her, the children wrote
pieces 10-26 pages long, but at a price. In order to
comply with her value on length, they repeated them-
selves, left big spaces, added words, as fillers- (four

.consecutive bien's 4Well" or .three consecutive i's

"and" and presented a loose association of ideas (as

'y

though they j re adding almost any thought that came to
mind in do e ort to increase the length). When we
suggested to the teacher that quantity was detracting
from quality, she must have communicated that to the
children because the following collection showed none
of these space-filling features or 10-plus page pieces.
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Teachers and aides also differed when they dis-
cussed a written text with a child. The first-grade
teacher and aide asked for more information. The

third-grade teacher and aide asked for corrections of
syntax and spelling. We have very few multiple drafts

of the , same piece Since,', without publication of

selected pieces, the teachers established' no purpose
for major revisions (another "effect of the teacher on
the development of writing"): However, we do have one
set of first and second drafts from the first and the
third grades. The first-grade set, example (10), is a

piece in two parts.

(10a) A mf me guste, el programa de Mrs. X y estaba
suave y nosotros cantamos suave V nosotros can-
tamos dos canci6nes y yo querfa cantar otra

canci6n. El Fin.

"I liked Mrs. X4s program and it was neat and *e
sang neatt.and we sang two songs and I wanted to
sing another song. The End."

The teacher then asked the child what song she would
have preferred to have sung; (10b) is the answer.

(10b) Querfa cantar 'Hoy desayune mi arroz con leche'
porque la otra canci6n era muy corta. Tenemos
que practicar para las mamas y para los papas.

"I wanted to sing 'Today I had rice and milk for
breakfast' because the other sofig was too short.
We have to practice for the moms and for the
dads.".

The set ferethe th?P grade is a recopy after the

teacher correc d the first draft (11).

pla) airport

We wsnt to the airport and saw airplanes and

people. too We saw,a Ifitle grit throw a' shoe
out from the window And a man gaet and givin to
the little gril. Then a boy was lost in the air-
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port. The man told the man from the airplane to
land to give the shoe to the girl. Then a boy was

lost in the airport he told a man Oen the man was
taling the boy huse was her mom and she saw her
mom and she wend withher. The end

(lib) A Boy in the Airport

We went to the airport and saw airplanes and

people too. We saw a little girl throw a shoe out
from the window of an airplane. A. man got it and

gave vto the little girl. The man told the
pilot from the airplane to land to give the shoe
to thel_girl. Then a boy was lost in the airport
he told a man. The man was asking the boy who was
his mom. Then he saw his mom and he went with
her.

As a, result of these two quite different approaches to
first drafts, the respective-e0thors will probably come
to internalize different views of reader needs. From

our theoretical perspective, following Harste (1980)
and Halliday (1978), we argue against the idea that

each Ohlithese two approaches is different but equally
valid. If the development of syntax and.coftentions in
texts grows out of the socil and pragmatic nature of
languags, and literacy, then the approach that focuses
on pragmatics and the reader's need to know will lead,
to greater development in the writing process.

CONCLUSION

Thi,s paper has described the design of a study in
progress of the development of writing in one bilingual
program. Some layers of context have been presented
alongwfthsome preliminary findings that,counter cer-
tain myths about our subjects, about liaguage, and

about literacy. There is more to teil,_but for now,
como los- nihos dicen, este es mi historia. Es todo lo

que quiero decir. Fin "As the children say, This is my

story_. It is all that I want to say. The End."
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THE WRITING NEEDS OF
HISPANIC STUDENTS

Jon Amastae
The .University of Texas at ID Paso

4

The writing Heedi of Hispanic students can be

viewed in aeleast two ways. One is in terms of ulti-4)

mate goals in using language. The other is in terms of

specific steps to meeting those goaTt. In the former

sense, the writing needs of Hispanic students are iden-

tical to the writing needs of all other students:
Hispanic students must use the standard written lan-
guage with clarity and 'precision. The second sense is
more problematic and involves the question of whether
Hispanic students, because of linguistic, socio-
linguistic, or even socio- economic factors, need spe-

\, dial instructional strategies in order to reach.the

goals: It is this 'second sense that A will consider

here.

The Hispanic students I will discuss attend Pan
American University (PAU) in Edinburg, Texas, which is
inthe tower Rio Grande Valley of South Texas, compris-
ing the South Texas Border aria:' The majority of PAU
students code frpm the four-county area immediately

surrounding the university. The student body reflects

the composition of the surrounding community, being 77%
Spanish surnamed and primarily a lower socio- economic
status.(Amastae, 19780.

4
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In 1975, a project was begun to investigate the
,bilingualism of PAW students.* Two of the most impor-
tant goals of that investigation were to determine (1)
the amount and character of bilingualism among the uni-
versity population and (2) the kinds of'problemsPAU
etudents had .in writing English and the degree to which
Spanish interTerence accounted for these problems. I.

will describe briefly the methods used to meet these
objectives.

1 While the overall objective was to .study bilim-
gualisn the project was 41anted toward English, and
especially written English, rather than Spanish. The

design of the investigation reflected this bias. A
qualitative and,quantitative.study of bilingualism is,
of vcourse, a monstrous undertaking, witM or without
special attention to written English. In' order to

implement our study, we employed several methods.

A sociolinguistic background questionnaire (SBQ),
adapted from one used in a similar study at The Uni-
versity of Texas at El Paso (Ornstein & Goodman, 1979),
was administered to a stratified, systematiF sample com-
prising 7.6% (n = 679) of the ,PAU student body. We.

also collected writing samples, conducted an interview
in Spanish and English, and administered our own syntax
questionnaire'in English 1SQE) to a freshman sub-sample
(n =132). We had complete data, including SBQ, writ- .

ing sample, and interview, on 80-90 freshmen students.

*The work 'reported here was supported in whole or
in part by the U.S. Office of Education, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. However, the opinions
expressed herein do not necessarily, reflect the posi-
tion or policy ofthe U.S. Office of Education, and no
official endorsement should be inferred. . The researeh'

was supported by an Advanced Institutional Development
grant (0EG-044-2411) to Pan American University; this
support is gratefully acknowledged. I also thank all

the colleagues who have been associated with the pro-t
ject for helpful comments and discussion.
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SOCIOLINGUISTIC BACKGROUND QIYESTIONNAIRE

The SBQ--the principal device used to obtain basic
demographic and sociolinguistic'backgrpund data on the
subjects--provided an extremely interesting portrait of
the bilingual situation in the area. (We assumed that

PAU students accurately reflected the surPounding.com-
munity). Of ,the' Spanish- surname students, 714 spoke

first in Spanish, 14 %-learned both Spanish and English
simultaneously, Old 12% learned English first. Appro*-

imately 35% had ,at least one parent born in Mexico.
Almost all rdported high with and joy-
alty to Spanish in both practical and aesthetic terms.
Nevertheless, many exiiressad a certain negative atti-
tude toward the local variety of Spanish, which was

,sewn as infer4of to-the local variety Of English.

The students surveyed had progressed through the
educational system before the advent of bilingual edu-
cation. Few, therefore, had received literacy training

in Spanish. The over -whelp use of Englishin educa-
.

tionair settings had prod d many students for whom
English was the.dominant language even though Spanish
was the first and the home language. Noweker, these

studnts did not necessarily .have a high 'opinion of

their English. As Table 1 shows, they appeared to lack
confidence in almost all uses1 of both lapguages.

4

,The data in Table 1 illustrate some of the classic

signs of language shift in progress. And there are
ofhtv. Greater likelihood of English as a.first lan-
guage, confidence, in English, and use of English out-
side the home appear to be signs of language shift as-t
sociated with higher socio - economic status (SES) in the

familiar pattern for all immigrant groups in the coun-

try. But thereis/an interesting reversal, especially
if mother's income as wel.laS.''father's income is used

as an index of socio-economic status. Rising SES,

indicated primarily by mother's education and income,
appears to involve increasing likelihood of English as
a first language, increasing confidence in English, and
increasing use of English (and a corresponding decrease
in these of Spanish), until the highest SES levels are

102
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Table 1

Language Capability Ratings
(fr Amastae, 1978b)

Speak English

Understand English

Read English

Write Engash

Speak Spanish

Understand Spanish

Read Spanish -
Write Spanish -

Elementary

3 2%

2 3

19

57
143

147

328

37 8

Capability Level

Intermediate Advanced
Educated.

PIMP,*

38 6% 6 36 9% 20 0%

31 8 41 6 23.1 +

309 413 242

400 322 201

462 212 111

415 295 .143

358 208 107

37 1 161 9 0

reaFhed, whereupon the likelihood of Spanish as first
lanuage and confidence in Spanish rise sharphir

The small group that demonstrated high confidente
in both languages presumably had early literacy eriin-

ing in both languages. It will be interesting to com-

pare.,-pc- and post-bilingual education generations in

this regard.

While these data 'clo not 'bear directly on the writ-

ing of Hispanic students, they provide necessary back-
grolind for a more direct examination of language and

writing (see Amastae, 1978a, b, 1980.31 1981a, for fur-
.

ther discussion of these socioliriguistic data).
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WRITING SAMPLES

A large portion of our time and effort was di-
reCted toward the analysis of the writing samples.* We

analyzed both errors and the use of elaboration. When

we examined errors, we did not prejelect errors to aria-%

lyze, but defined categories of''eerorss we proceeded.
Although this method introduces problems of reliability
of categories, we felt that it produced fewer inconsis-

tencies than a .pri-ori seleftion. Reliability was

checked, however, by the two analysts working'closely
together, examining each other's work, and 'discus.sing

carefully any problems in categorization of errors. In

this way, 73 er'ror types were isolated, ranging from

errors or literacy convention (including punctuation)

through errors bf standard usage to errors in basic

language.**

The writing samples as a Whole, including those

from both Spanish-speaking and non-Spanish-speaking
groups, contained remarkably few language errors (see

McQuade 1978, 1980) as opposed to punctuation and other

orthographic errors. 4 much smaller number, of errors

appears directly attributable to Spanish intikerence.

*Mos't other'studies of bilingualism (e. ., Fishman

et al., 1971) have ignored syntax. one other

large-scale study we know of that attempted to deal
with syntax was a study at The University of Texas at

El Paso. However, the analysis of syntax there was
qualitative only (cf. Hensey, 1976; Craddock, 1976, foc

a treatment of the Spanish syntax of the informants),

'and no attempts were made to quantify the analysis or
.to relate social and lidguistic'variablet.

**All compositions were typed and coded numeri-

cally for identification. At no time did aulysts
have anyidea of the identity of the paper's-author.
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t

Tables 2 anJr1r.::vpa.1 that, for the most part,
,these Spanish-speaking students made the same errors
English speakers alike. Moreover, the actual number of
errors,' converted to a per 100 words basis (Table 3),
is inifact' rather.lamall. This finding suggests that
the often repeated charge that Spanish - speaking stu-,

dehts make many errors because of Spanish interference
is unftunded. (One must note, however, that with an
average of 14-15 errors of. all types per composition, a

failing grade would be virtually guaranteed in most

university composition programs.)
i

To analyze students' use of elaboration in their
writing, we used techniques developed, by Hunt (1965)

and Loban (1976) to determine the degree to which a
writer (or speaker, for that matter) elaborates a sen-
tence beyond the structure of a simple sentence, using
such devices,as modifying words,' phrases, clauses, and

complements. Not only are all these devices counted',

but also arjindex of elaboration called communication-
unit is calculated (similar to Hunt's T-unit)--an inde-
pendent clause with all attendant modifiers, including
modifying clauses. Number of words per c-unit has been

Tablet

v errors In WrItimSamples
(from McQuatte, 1978)

L Error Type Number Comment
I Pu OrPRIM, . .

Spailing

Sentence (fragment, run-on,
dangling modifier) 193

Verbs 180 issing past/past participle ed 82
ypercornsct ed 20

Noun-pronoun (reference.
'' agreement, pronoun shift) 162
Lexical choice

N
126 clearly interference

Prepositionipartiele .
100 23, 20 others clearly Interference

Articles --....... 43
Ad(ectivee/adverb 16

Toa-c-t 1

1.
- 1682

/

105 1c4
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Table 3

Writing ofHispanic Students.

Errors per 100 Words
(from McQuade, 1980)

ErrorType Mekn Median Std.
Dev.

Missing comma
i 14

1.160 .720 1.390

Homphone misspellings .510 .004 11.075

Fa pronoun reference .275 .003 .521

Wr ng preposition .228 .002, -.487
Missing past -ed .191 .001 .525

Comma splice 7 .187 .002 .418

Fragment .161 .001 .475

Missing article .147 .001 .398

Cohfusion in/on .091 .001 .258

Faulty parallelism .096 .001 .265'

Wrong verb .063 .001 .193

Missing third person , - -4.

singular -s - .039 .001 .272
. .

Wrong participle form .028 .001 .138

Missing possessive -s .020 .001

Double negative .018 .001 .

found by other investigators to be a rather accurate
shorthand measure of syntactic maturity.

_4k

-"Lob n's (1976) work included analysis of studentl

use of elaboration through the senior year of high

school.. We reasoned that language samples taken from
university freshmen ought to be roughly comparable to
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those of hrgh school seniors and, consequently, we used
the Loban figures as baselines. Loban divided his sub-
jects into three, roups: a Low group and Righ group,
into which subje ts were placed by teacherg' assess-
ments of them as. Ing.verbally skilled or non-skilled;
and a Random group composed of a random selection from
all subjects. Th data in Table 4 show that the PAU
freshmen very clos ly matched the. Loban Loll group in
their use of syntac is elaboration (McQUade, 1978).

Table 4

Use of Elaboration
(from McQuade, 108)

Words
per 4-unit

Dependent
clauses

per "Mit

Proportion of
by Palm

Adv

clauses

Noun

Nonffnit verb
words as % of

fofal-serb wordsAdj

1

PAU Freshmen 11 88 48 25% 45% 30% 18%
../

Lob& High
Seniors 14 08 88 31% 15% 34% 14% .

Loban Low Seniors 11 24 52 , 38% 33% 30%4' 8%

ON.

We were also in rested n relationshIps among
types of syntactic features, as was-Loban. Since we
had analyzed errors, as he had not, we could also
search for relationships among error types ansl elabor-

ation types. Therefore, we subjected both error types

and elaboration types to 'factor -analysis (McQuade,

1980).* The factoring of the 23 elaboration types

*In order to compensate for 41416ferin9 length of

text samples for each student, each elaboration and.
error count was converted to a per-hundred-words unit.
Garland Bills hap pointed out to us that there may be a
weak4ess in subjecting variables collected froM a text
to procedures such as factor analysis since there is no
way to control the input probability that each variable
(not variant) will be 'used. A more accurate.calcula-
tion would be a ratio of variants to the opportunities

106
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(Table 5) indicates that 'five factors were strongly re-
lated, accounting for 85% of the variance in the data.
These elaboration factors included those elements that

Loban found appearing first in the developmental set

quence; this result suggests that the students were in

an early stage of their -development of syntactic

elaboration.`

Factor

- Table 5

Elaboration Factors
(from McQuade, 1980).

Non- spatial, 'non- temporal conjunction
Total on-finite verbs
Word pef cunit
Total erb words
Total ependentclauses
Noun lauses

Factor 2 Verbt verb complemeW
Total t complements

Factor 3 C-units
Sentences

Factor 4 Adverb clauses
Total dependent clauses.

Factor 5 Noun/adjective-to-verb complement
Total to ;complements

t

4

401

for use of the variable. Howevelb figuring the oppor-

tunities for use of many variables in a text seems

oxtraordinarily di iduft, and so we have used the

per-hundred-words 1pulation, 'assuming that basic

comparisons 4ril still;be meaningful. 44
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The factoring of the error types was also inter-
esting in that the first five factors accounted for.

only 51% of the variance inthe data (Table 6), indi-

cating that they are relatAively weaker than the elabor-
ation factors. It' is also notable that only the weaker
factors, contain true language errors. The stronger
factor.p are exclusively literacy and standard-usage
'errors of the type that trouble all. stoidents, not
-just bilingual ones. (In-Factor 1, we did not consider
multiple negation an error caused by interftrence fnom

Table

Error Factors
(from MdQuade, 1980)

Factor 1 Missing word .
Double negative
Missing pronoim
Run-on sente
Comma splice
Wrong tense

Factor 2 Missing possessive
A Faulty parallelism

fOlissing.connective.

Factor 3 Pronoun shift (POV)t
Wrong'relative pronoun ,

Wrong participle form
Dangling, misplaced modifier
Redundancy

Factor 4 Missing third person singular -s
41ntjular plural noun

Factor 5 Wrong participle form
Wrong prqposition
Wrong verb

108
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Spanish because it' is cqmmonly present in all ndn-
standard English di'alects.)

In the Computer program we used, SPSS (Nie et al.
1975), the factor analysis procedure can process onlyta
limited number of.variables. Therefore, in searching
for a relationship between error and elaboration, we
could not factor all ninety-six variables that c s-

tered in the separate error and elaboration to

analyses. We did not find that any batic-lang ag
error types were associated with any particUlar elabor-
ation types. Rather, the factors were generally very
much those that appeared in the, two separate factor
analyses, as'shown In Table7i However, Factoc 1 does
show a cluster of basic literacy errors along with
elaboration types. The interpretation of Factor 1 in

Table 7 leads to an interesting'conclusion: One index
of mature writing -- syntactic complexity - -it associated
with signs of poor writing--number 4 errors. In other
words, the students who were taking risks with-their
sentence structures were committing errors.' Presumably
pose yho took no risks madeilfewer errors and' produced
very dead writing. Both types of students risk censure
frOm the writing teacher.

The general lack of association between most lan-
guage errors and elaboration may'indicate an avoidance
strategy. We had 'hypothesized that certain language
error types might be frequently, associated with at-
tempts at certain structures. That only a few seem to
be, at least in this measure, may indicate that ,

speakers/writers who do not control/cert'ain structures
do not attempt them, and thereby commit no errors with
them. This hypothesis requires further egemination..

SYNTAX QUESTIONNAIRE IN ENGLISH

Since true linguistic errors were not rife in the
total sample, we had difficulty' in making .judgments
about students' command of standard Engfish syntax.
One reason for this difficulty is that many possible
forms simply do not occur in a given corpus. Thus, we
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I
Table 7

N>
Combined Elaboration andtror Factors

(from McQuade, 1 )

Factor 1

t

Non spatial-temporal conjunction
Total non-finite verbs
Words per c-unit
Total verb words
Total dependent clauses
Noun clauses
Missing word
Double negative
Run-on sentence 4
Comma splice
Missing pronoun,
Wrong tense
Missing connective
Wrong relative prorieth N :'

Factor 2 Total to-complements
Verb-to-verb complements
NouniadjectiNe-to-verb complements

Factor 3 Missing possessive
.Missing comma
Faulty parallelism

Factor 4 C-units
Sentences

F ctor 5

S

Pronoun shift (POV)
Wrong rotative pronoun
Wrong participle form
Dangling, misplaced modifier
Redundancy

A .
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cannot concl &de that the writer/speaker does not know
the forms, but merely that he or she has not used them
in the 'sample under examination. Of course, the

writer/speaker may not in fact know A construction or
may not command it completely, and therefore may avoid
it. But we cannot infer this merely from the abslence
of the form in question; arguments from negative

evidence are difficult at best.

Therefore, Nicholas Sobin (1976, 1977a) developed
a syntax questionnaire in English (SQE) to help us

assess students' command of English. 'One objective of
using the device was to force students td manipulate
patterns that simply might not have occurred in their
writing samples. A second objective was to learn more
about possible interference from Spanish. Among other
things, the SQE required students to perform operations

.wecorresponding to different sorts of syntactic rules:
insertion, deletion, movement, etc. We hoped to see if
interference operated under any sort of inhibit-ing or

favoring conditions in erms of syntactic rules.- ,A
third objective was to derstand more about the inter-
play between interfer ce and non- interference errors
and strategies in sec nd-language leArning. In short,

since the writing sam les revealed many literacy errors
but few syntactic er ors, we wanted to probe the limits
of the students' knowledge of English syntax.

Some sections of the SQE asked respondents to mark
acceptable versus non-acceptable sentences, lothers to
choose an item (such as a preposition), others to per-
form operations on input sentences. Many types of

operations were selected expressly fortheie difference
or similarity in English and.Spanish.' Most of the

students were able to perform these oper'ations on this
elicitation device, a few sample items of which are
given with, abbreviated directions in Figure 1.

(Examples of operations were given in each section, as
well.)

A major difficulty of using the SQE was the time
.and effort required to code some sections, suclyas the

111 112
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(

Figure 1

Sample Items from
Syntax Questionnaire in English

I. Check any acceptable sentence; put an A'before any

sentence that sounds unnatural.

(a) Jack has kissed Jill.

(b) Jill has been kissed by Jack.

(a) To leave home scares Sally.

(b) Sally Is scared by to leave home..

II. Combije the separate sentences lb each group into

one natural sentence.

1. I want this. You write toyour mother.
2. Sheila pointed this out. She left early last night.

3. The girl came early. I met the girl.

III. Write the form of the word in ( )'s that will complete

the sentence.

1. (Push) your friend wasn't nice.

2. (resign) They asked- for her _ .

3. (write) Good- is important.

complex-sentence section (illustrated in II,in Fig4e
1). A primary reason for this difficulty was that we
were interested not in just "right/wrong" or. "standard/
non-standard" answers, but in a number of qualitative
distinctions sprkerning each response. The time and
effort were well spent 'since the inherent limitations
of working solely from texts. can be overcome only by
using such-a device (though not necessarily a written
one of course).

44./.

The results of the SQE shed light on the notions
of transference and interference. Transfecence and
interference have been discussed for some tlme, but

much of the debate has focused on topics pther than
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transformational rules. If 'the dominant _linguistic

theory uses' transformational rules,, then a theory of
language learning must utilize them too, at least to

some degree. Yet many investigations of second an-

guage larning di ?cuss only surface structures

(Schumann, 1978),or, if they mention rules, they 'never
show exactly'how rules either interfere or transfer to
another language (DiPietro, 1978).

While some aspects of linguistic structure may

transfer (preposition usage, lexical/semantic selec-

tion), there is little or no evidence that transforma-
tional rules transfer. Specifically, in English.

question formation, the variant forMs look nothing like
Spanish, but are those produced by English monolingual
learners and all other learners 4 -English (Sobin,

1977b); these forms show several stages in the acgujsi-

tion of questions. The case for non-transference of

transformational rules* is stated more strongly by

Sobin (1980), who examines the rules of Subject-

Auxiliary Inversion aid Have-8e Hopping and concludes
that there is no evidence for any sort of transference

,from Spanish, even in the output of those few students
who had not completely acquired sucksbasilc forms as
questions.

I have discussed the difficulty of interpret ing..,

non-occurring forms when input is not controlled injon4
way.tr The advantage of using an elicitation instrument

is that it allows the cont 1 of input. Thus{ given an

input (such as I fear this I might lose my fishing

ole.) that has at least t possible outputs (I fear

that I might lose my fishing pole, I fear losing my
fishing pole), one can calculate for the entire group

the probability that each -structure will be avoided.

Sobin (1978b) has talc ted such an index of avoidance

for a range of complex sentence .types. According to

this index, certain com lement types are avoided with
consistency, amety th in complements.

A

*Other types of rules are a different issue, of
course.

;)
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- A final interesting point to make' about the SQE is
that the data it an prdvide are useful for elaborating
general theoretical work in linguistics. Thys, Sobin's

(1978b) finding that relative clauses fprmed on the

subject of the relative clause are much morg common
than relative clauses formed on the object of the rela-

tive clause parallels Keenan. and Comrie's '(1977)
finding of the greater accessibility of rules for

relativiving subjects.*

The ultimate goal of the study was to correlate
all data tykes` and sources: sociolinguistic back-

ground, written English analysis, and English syntax

questionnaire analysis. During the last two years,
Judy 'McQuade has been working on this correlation, but

* determining the correlation has been extiraordinarily

difficult becaVse of'the different types and quantities
of data from subjects. Nevertheless, the implications
of the three main data sources remained clear, so we
began to expefiment with various pedagogic activities.
It is to these activities that I now turn.

4NSTRUCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

First, let me n4pe a few additional 'details con-
cerning the .linguistic situation of the population we
were working with. Pan American University is an open
admissions institution. The ACT scores of entering
freshmen were in the bottom 1-2 percentiles nationally.
Average reading levels were at the 9-10th grade level.
The failure rate in freshman composifikin was approxi-
mately 50%.' In the same year the research project wasice*

*See also Sobin (1977b, 197$a) for other analyses
of general -theoretical interest that grew out of SQE
data.

14
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begun, a new "remedial" English composition course was
instituted.*

The results of our study pointed the way. Because

there was very little interference, a contrastive

approach was obviously uncalled for. Because there

were .really very few basic language errors, a basic

oral competence program obviously was not whit was

needed. Thus, we, like many people, "disCovered" and

turped to sentence combining as the best way to in-

crease morpho-syntactic flexibility, to iron out basic
orthographic problems, and to put the writlne'process
in he Context of meaningful communication rather than

he hunt - for - and - avoid- errors or .sentence-parsing

cont xts that plague Omedjal/developmental, Writing

inst uction. In other\words, we determined to

emphasize development over remediation.

In 1977-1978 our research results were not all in

so we did not then feel that we could mount full-dress

experiments. However, we did begin experimenting with
sentence combining, using a ceritain number of controls

and evaluations.**

Consequently, when.I taught a section of thi reme-

dial writing course in the spri-nt of 1978, I used

Strong's (1973) sentence-combining text and a punctua-\
tion/usage workbook t at was then in common use at PAU.

*It may seem as oundingathat in such an institu-
0 tion a remedial course was begun only in' 1975.

However, every Texas state university has had the same

difficulty in developing and implementing remedial

("developmental," "precomposition") courses because of
funding restrictions impoied by the legislature.. Until
recently, many institutions. have had to list these as
optional courses, with less than adequate resultse

**I am assuming here a minimum acquaintance with

sentence-combining techniques. Comprehensive coverage

of work on sentence comAning may be\found in Lawjor's
(1980) review of the literature. ,'

I 15
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Because we had read of the benefits, of sentence com-.1
binins in developing reading ability, and because a

reading. laboratory had been recently installed, stu-
dents were asked to spend a minimum,of an hour a week

in the reading lab. There they were also given pre-
" post 'versions of the Nelson-Denny reading test.

The exercises in the Strong book allow the use at
multiplitity of grammatical forms and processes,

including coordination, reduced coordination, relative
clauses, reduced relative clauses, appositives,
relative-clause-to-adjective conversions, Iing, prepo-
sitional phrase movement, noun compounds, derivational
morphology, peonominalization, adverbial subordination,
reduced adverbial subordination, have-with conversion,
and absolutes. Naturally, some of these forms are more
difficult than others, and as the selections become
more difficult, certain forms work better than others
in creating fluid, comprehensible sentences.

My normal method of conducting class was as.

follows. Students were assigned a number of the selec-
tions from Strong (1973) to write each day. In class
we went over each selection, moving up and down the
rows of students so that each studeri:t offered at least
one- version of a combined sentence. Often students
went to the boa/'d to write their sentences. Within a
week students realized that while soMe combinations
were wrong, many-were also right. As each student gave
the combined sentence, others asked, "How about this
one?" or "Can 'you say this?" I collected and graded
papers every day. Students kept journals and completed
other WIritjng assignments.

In class. discussion of what could and could not be
'done, I did not focus on terminology. But I did use,
without.great fuss or even particular tention to the_
definitions, eight grammatical term noun, vertu,

adjecti adverb, preposition, coo ion, clause
ph?ase. ese terms were used as enient labels,
not as ends n themselves. Several stu ents soon began
using them correctly.
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Both the error analysis and the syntax question-

naire had revealed that while most of our students

showed little interference, from Spanish or other"char-

acteristics of basic deficiency in English, they.did

not use all the syntactic resources that English pos-

sesses. When I began working with sentence combining,

I
soon discovered that almost all the students had some'

knowledge of all the.structures"at some level. But the

students were extremely inflexible, almost incapable at

the beginning of seeing the myriad possibiiities of

combinations. In short, one reason that their writing

was not good was that once they got started on a '

structure, they continued with it, seeing' no other

possibilities,

5
As students worked through the course, I could see

them pass through stages of diVeiopment. Take the use

of the relative clause, for example. I think ft fair

to say that no pne entering the course was ignorant of

the relative clause, but few used it effectively or saw

its relationship to other structures. Soon I could see

that several students had "caught on" to the relative

clause. Indeed, some became so enamored of the rela-

tive clause that they used it where no fluent writer

would. They .relativized subjects, objects, indirect

objects, objects 'of prepositions, whole clauses--each
of which.has its own difficulties. Most students soon

abandoned relatiyes for something else. One or two

never did, but 4 considered this to be progress, too,

for them.

Sentence combining has been'used in both foreign-
.

language instruction and iri native-language*Instruc-

tion. In the former, students must be given a "pattern

against which to match a'd produce their output sen-
tences,' and patterns are usua-lly first presented one at

a tine, out of context. In native-language instruc-

tion, it is often assumed that students already have

the grammatical intuitions that enable them to produce

a variety of combined output sentences. Thus, the

,exercises in native language instruction tend to be

"open" (less structured).

117 118
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I pant to emphasize here that eve n the open sen-
tence' combining sparked, in a sense, a lat stage of
language 'acqujsition, in which structures known pas-
sively ("and perhaps often avoided) became structures
known actively and productively. What .we found was
completely in accord with what- has been found in

several recent investigations of late phases of first-
language acquisition (Ingram, 1975; Limber, 1973).

Many structures are learned first as chunks -- memorized
W le, so to speak. Only later does the speaker/writer
a quire productive command of them.

.

. . 4
Finally, it is important to note one otheraspect

of the way this activity was conducted. While we first
marked with different stru tunes, the empWasis was on
the students' simply seeing the equivalence and pro-
cesses of forming various structures. But as soon as
possible, considerations of rhetoric and style were
introduced.? I frequently asked students, "You could
have used X or Y. Why did you choose X?. What emphasis
did you want to make? Why is X better than Y in this
paragraph?" (One advantage of the 9trOng book is that
each selec ion is a complete unit, which allows the
possibility f moving from'sentence to,paragraph very
quickly.)

I have indicted above my informal evaluation of
the use of sentence combining (obvicIpsly, I liked it).
There were, in addition4 several pore formal evalua-
tions, even though we. did not do a fully controlled
experiment. One evaluatiop was the reading asseAsment.
Table A shows the pre-post scores for the reading test.
The gain scores were significant, according to a t-test
of group means (pre-post). However, the highest gains
do not necessarily correspond with the greatest number
of hours spent in' thb reading lab; this leads me to
suspect that much of the reading-level gain was due to
the sentence combining. r

Previous reports of 'the effect: of sentence com-
bining on readirtg have been inconclusive (Combs, 1977).
Limited evidence leads me to think that sentence Com-
bining aids reading most for those students at 4he
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Table 8

Nelson Denny Pre-Post Comparisons

t
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..a

I.

-Student

Number
of-Hours
in Read-
ingLab

Tdtal Score ,.

i
Grade Level

Pretest Posttest Change Pretest
'
Postlist Change

1 8 45 , 54 + 9 9.6 , 10.6 +1.0

2 0 25 32 + 7 7.0 7.7 + .7

3 _ 8 34 33 -1 80 79 - 1

4 L 7 25. 34 +9 7.2 80 +.8

5 6 33 59- +26 79 111 +3.2

6
t

2 28 41 + 13 . 72' 9.0 +1.8

" 7 3 30 28 ' -2 7.5 72 , -.3

8 . _ 6 .18 20 +2 7.0 . 7 0 0

9 5 38 48 + 10 8.6 9.1 '-4- 1 3

10 - 31 57 56 -1 11.0 10.8 -.2

11 7 19 34 +15 7.0 8.0 +10

12 8 17 c .20 +3 7,0 70 0

-t3- .13 22 32 +10 70 77 +.7

14 15 28 51 +23 7.2 10.3 +3.1'

15 12 22 33 +11 7.0 7.9 + 9

16 7 40 58 /+18 9.0 11.0 +20

17 ,ml' 10 25 26 + 1 7.0 7.2 + .2

18 0 11 15 +4 7.0 7.0
I.,

0

Mean 8.22 28.72 37.44 + 8.72 7.73 8.63 9

N Gradelevel comparison data: Englisb1300.03 7.73

PAU Freahmen 9.9

National Norm Group 13.3
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lower end of the ;pontinuum.
AP

Students who can read
fairly well shook more obvious, immediate gains in wriX-
ing and relatively less progress in reading. Students
with serious problems in both reading,and writing show
less immediate improvement in writing but more
immediate progress .in reading.

A second evaluation, concerned 'tracking the
students' progress through the university and, -in par-
ticular, through the two regular, required -English
courses. We had Compiled baseline data from 1972,
1975, and 1976 (the first year of the remedial course)
to use-nn'gauging the .effectiveness of the remedial.
course by seeing if students who passed it were more
likely to be successful in the regular course. From
these data we knew that in the first two 1,rs the

iremedial course was ineffective, and we wanted to com-
pare the Progress of students who had studied sentence
combining with those whb had not.

Obviously,, these imdirect measures of effectiite-
ness take time. 14-44o not have the results becaust I

left PAU in the sumMer of 1979, a bit too early to
determine the success rate in English 1301_and 1302 for
students who had taken the experimental serlitence-

.combining section of English 1300 in the spring of
1978. But my impression, from preliminary figures com-
piled in the spring.of 1979, was, that their success
rate in 1301 was considerably higher than it was for
non-sentence-combining students. Of course, I hasten
to add all the necessary caution: lack of time, small
group, lack of controls, and so on.

The third evaluation would be perhaps the Most
obvious to undertake, but, unfortunately, we were not
able to accomplish this evaluation because our energies
were consumed by the analysis of the primary data.
Clearly, we should have analyzed directly the experi-
mental group's pre-post writing, focusing on both
errors' and elaboration. I hope that readers planning
similar experiments will not omit this important step.
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A similar experiment was conducted in a local high
school. In 1978-79, a graduate student who was a high
school English teacher, Mary Ann Pusey, used sente%ce
combining. in her senior English classes it a manner
very similar to that described earlier. (The ethnic,
socioeconomic, and sociolinguistic 'characteristics of
her students were nearly identical to those of PAU

students.)

To evaluate students' progress, epiey administered
the reading comprehension section of the -California
Achievement Test, compiled baseline data for syntactic.
elaboration in the writing of ninth, tenth, eleventh,

and. twelfth graders at the school, and did a pre-post
elaboration analysis of the writing of the twelfth
grade students.

Her results-were similar to those at PAU. Reading
score! increased an average of almost 7% (though be-
cadse her project wes aloso a pilot, she unfortunately
had no control group for comparison). Again, those

students who wei-e least advanced at the outset made the
largest gains. Students in the lowest tercile of the
pretest made the largest gains, 14%. Those in the mid-
dle tercile had average gains of 6%, and those in the
highest tercile of the pretest averaged gains of 3%.:

Table 9

'

-lag, Relative Clauses per 100' Words.
(from Pusey, 1979)

August May

4
-ing 1.54 1.90

relative clause ".68 1.43
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Because Pusey performed pre-post elaboration
anallses, she had a more direct measure than we did at
the university. Table'9 showt growth in two types of
embeddings in the August to May period. An additional
important observation is that in the August samples,'
only which and that were used as relativizers; in Max,
who and whose were used as well.

To summarize briefly, my experience is that sen-14
tencecombining can be effective in situations such as
those I have described. -However, I would like to cau-
tion that sentence combining is not a panacea. It does
not cure all ills. It requires hard work and much time
on the, part of- the student (I normally tell students
that I can't guarantee that they'll learn'how to write,
but that I can guarantee a good case of writer's
cramp). There are casualties--students who cannot or
will not put in the time necessary. These universal

*---:arid constant probtems aside, sentence combining is the
1st way I know to gets students who have had little
success or interest in using the written language to
derlop some.measure of each..'

r.

CONCLUSION

What are the writing needs of Hispanic students?
,Extensive research with Mexican-American st nts (not
recent 'migrants) shows few special langu e pr
This statement in no way denies that there may e a
coherent speech variety identifiable as Mexican-
American English characterized by features of phonology
(Amastae, 1981b), lexicon, and syntax. ' Some of thefe.
feature' may be traceable to historical interferes e
from Spanish.' But most of these variants did not con-
stitute significant problems in thewriting examined.
Nor can it be denied that a few students exhibited
clear signs of second-language learner's errors, but
these students were a distinct minority.

However, the research does show lack of literacy
in at least three senses: lack of orthographic prac-
tice and awareness, rick of standard usage, and most
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important, 1Sck of syntacticization* (which, like the
other two, is hardly unique to Hispanic students). My

expuience is that at ]east one technique of teach
writing' is particularly effective in fostering growth
in syntactic complexity, and that is sentence, combin-
ing. The fact-that sentence combining involves the use
of language in context, as opposed to grammatical
drills, parsing, etc., is especially important, as is
the fact that it can, and should, be naturally used in
conjunction' with social sciences, science, and every
other subject in the curriculum.

*Syntaiticization is Givdn's (1979) term for the

process, both ontogenetic and phylogenetic, whereby
language'becomes more separated from the specific place
and time of utterance and becomes more tightly struc-
tured in syntax. Linguists have long observed that

some languages favor paratactic (19osely coordinated)
over hypotactic (tightly subordinated) sync x. GivOn
observes that hypotactic languages tend'," be just

those 1Snguages with long literate traditions, that

these languages were once paratactic, and that even in
hbotact..1c- languages, the normal informal discourse
mode is paratactic. What all students need to do,

then, is to move from parataxis to hypotaxis. The only
difference between Hispanic and non-Hispanic students
(again, excluding recent immigrants who clearly need
ESL) may be that the former group has been delayed in
this transition because of lack of serious educational
opportunity.
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AMERICAN INDIAN CHILDREN
AND WRITING: AN

INTRODUCTION TO SOME ISSUES

Lance D. Potter
University of Southern,California

This paper provides an orientation to the writing
needs of American Indian students. Since the general
public knows relatively little about American Indians
and their educational environment, the paper covers a

wide range of subjects relevant to the literacy of
Indian children. Since comparatively little research
has been done in this area, the paper describes some of
the complexities that facv teachers and researchers whq
seek fo investigate the writing of Indian students.

The first part of the paper discusses the wide
variety of linguistic and cultural environments in

which Indian children live. Subsequently, in two
fairly specific sections, writing is considered among
two groups of Indian children: native speakers of
English and native speakers of Indian languages. The
final section offers some speculations about the nature

,of the writing task and suggests how writing develops
: in the mature writer. Some suggestions are offered

that follow from the proposed general framework of
writing development.

LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY

Prior to Western colonization, tremendous cultural
diversity existed amosiNorth American Indians. As the
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European settlers advanced across the continent, Indian
people resisted acculturation to Western life. Only a

small number of those pre-colonial tribes survived (200
of the estimated 1,000 tribal languages of North Amer-

ica are still spoken), but those tribes that exist
today reflect the linguistic and cultural heterogeneity

of pre-European North America. Of the extant Indian

languages in the United States, some are 'spoken by only

a few elders of small tribes, while others are the
native languages of thousands of people. Furthermore,

Indian languages are mutually unintelligible, making
the linguistic backgrounds of Indian people difficult

to speak of as an aggregate.

Neither do Indians share a single culture. While

broad similarities exist, the "inward focus" of these

cultures has allowed them to develop in independent

ways.. Indians have active4P sought to remain distinct
from Western culture, and because of their geographic
isolation, they have in large part succeeded. Alsp,

the cultural focus in most Indian communities is

inward, towards the community, rather than towards non

Indian society.

While Indian people remain resolute in their

desire to live as Indians and not as assimilated ethnic
groups, econcric realities have forced tribal people to

involve thetkelv9i in wage labor within the larger

society. Since Abe earners are invariably immersed in

an all-English environment, reservation communities

have experienced a gradual replacement of Native Ian-

pages by English and an accompanying attrition of

Native culture. As a result, tribes have retained

varying degrees of ancestral language and culture. For

example, on the Navajo reservation, Navajo is the first
language of Virtually all' persons over thirty and oilw
most people under thirty. A few hundred miles south,

however,. in the Pueblos, many persons under thirty

speak little or none of their tribal language. In

these communities, the language environment is quite

unstable, with each generation speaking a slightly

different combination'of languages. Still different

are the tribes in areas where Anglo influence has been
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much stronger,' as in the eastern 'United States and

California. In these regiqns, many tribes have lost

their language altogether, and many have been com-

pletely absorbed by the local population..

Educational Settings

About half of all Indian people live in their

ancestral communities, most of which are now federal

reservations. On the..reservation, education is under

the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (B1A).

Indian children who live near..off-reServation _towns

of/d
sometimes ttend local public schools, an option that

is bec mg increasingly commOn Oh many reservations.

Although missionaries still aintain schools on some

reservations, parochial
schoors.once educated a much

larger number of Indian students than they" do today.

However, many Indian children $tilt attend these

schools, which were among the earliest types of Western

education offered -,to Indian people. In recent years, '

some Indian communities' have \sought a3fourth -alterna-,

tive for educating their children. Tired Of what they

believe to be unacceptable
educational standards in the

schools, some tribes have established locally run.,

community-controlled schools, which are typically

bilingual schools, staffed by parents and community

volunteers. . t

This Variety of educational environments makes it

more difficult to develop a clear picture of the kinds.

of problems that Indian children are having in learning

to write and of the range of solutions that are being

employed. No extensive information is'currently avail-

able on either of these matters.

Language Education

Ipdian children are enrolled in educational pro-

'grams that range from monolingual to multilingual.

Many are enrolled in all-English schools, regardles, or

what language they speak at home. Thus, a considerable
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'number of Indian children with non-English backgrounds
receive English -only education (O'Malley, 1978). A
second common option is instruction 'in English as a
second language (ESL). In school systems where they
represent a small percentage of the population, Indians'
are often given ESL pull-out classes and receive all of
their content-course educe ion in English. Indian
children often receive men IchmeAt" English or supple-
mentary E4L because of 1 test scores in English. By
the fourth grade, many Indian children are as rquch as
two full years behind the national norms of standard-
ized achievement tests (for a portrait of Indian edu-
catio%, see Fuch and Hawighurst, 1972)

However, some Indian children do receive bilingGal
education. Federal. Title VII bilingual programs, cur-
rently serve about 40 Indian language groups, although
many programs , epresent a single school per language..
,In addition, many community-controlled schools provide
all of their education in two languages., As-is the
case with bilingual education throughout the United
States, these ptograms are not uniform, so it is near)
impossible to generalize about the treatment of liter"...
acy in Indian-language bilingual programs.

LasipmpthhOleame

Langliage maintenance is becoming a Major issue
among Indian people. The rate at which Indian lan-
guages are disappearing concerns both national Indian
libaders and the affected tribes. At present, about one
language a year is lost forever because all its native
speakers have died. Many other languages-have speakers
only in the oldest generation. In ime, these Ian-

, guages, too, will be lost. In order to counter this
trend; many tribes have begun ma ng a orts--Including
bilingual and Native-as-a-second- uage educational
programs--to insure that their languages continue tot
flourish.

Literacy is a fairly controverf aT part of OA
language-maintenance process! for number of reasons.

11"
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Many Indian people are opposed to employing literacy to
preserve what has been an oral tradition. They feel
that the adoption of an orthography denies the vitality
of their cultural heritage. In other tribes, leaders
have-begun aggressive literacy programs to archive as
much information as possible and to incorporate the an-
cestral language more fully into the educational system
and the daily lives of tribal members.

Tribes that are seeking to provide Native-

language literacy skills face many difficulties. If

there is no tradition of literacy, an orthography must
be developed. This complex technical task can often
take years, as inguists and native speakers attempt to
decide how best to represent the language in an accu-
rate, practical system. Other problems arise from dia-
lect variations that result in numerous pronunciations
for a single word, making it difficult to decide how
best to represent it. Once an orthography is devel-
oped, materials must be produced and printed--an
expensive process, especially when very small amounts
of material are being produced. No commercial pub-

lishers in the United States produce educational mate-
rials in Indian languages, and federally and tribally
produced materials fall far' short of the geed.

Another problem in developing literacy in the

ancestral language is that the adult populations must
be taught to read in their first language. Since most

Indian languages have been exlusively oral until re-

cently, most adult Native-language speakers can read
only English. At present, literacy in most American
Indian languages is quite low, generally less than 10%.
Thus, literacy development in many tribes must be a

community-wide effort. If children alone are taught to
read these. languages, they will have little incentive
to continue reading and writing them. When the general
population makes little use of literacy in the- commu-
nity Ianquagr, the value of bilitpracy is reduced. '

Without the motivation provided by 'being able to use
Native-language reading skills at home, Indian children
may lose these skills relatively quickly..
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Local Mama on Indian Language Background

Many Indian children come from hOmes where they

are exposed to languages other than English. Fre-

quehtly, a child's Orents will speak a Native language

at home, although they may have intentionally not

transmitted Lt to the child. For Indians educated in

the Federal, boarding-school system, the use of their

native tongues is often associated with oppression by

the larger society. Many Indian people suffered severe

treatment for trying to maintain their first language
when they were sent away to boarding schools. These

institutions sought to acculturate Indian people by
forcing them to adopt English at the expense of their

native languages. From those experiences, many Indian

parents concluded that they should not teach their

children the language of the community for fear that it

could lead to punishment in school and discrimination
of the sort they themselves had felt as speakers of a
language other than English.

Howe4er, children exposed to a language in their

early years typically develop some fluency in it. One

source of this Indian-language influence in many tribal

communities is the grandparents. . Indian people com-

monly live in extended families, with three generations
sharing the same household. Often if grandparents are

in the home, they will participate actively in raising

children. Because the vast majority of Indian people

over fifty are speakers of a non - English language,

exposure to grandparents is often a means' by which
Indian children learn the language of their community,
even when it may not Iliesitt§d throughout the community.

Attitudes toward vary from

community to community and family to family.

r. Indian parents often disagree aS''.14? whether Children

should be taught Indian languages. Suth differences of
opinion lead to children from the same commuiely hiving

different language backgrounds. While some parent's may

teac-E their child en the local Ihian,Jinguage, others

may make sure t children lcarn only English
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because they believe. that an Indian language will

impede their children's progress in English.

Regardless of the degree to which Indian languages
are still spoken in Na ive communities in the United
States, English is incre singly bec 'rig the first lan-
guage of Indian people re than half of
all Indian Otildren speak English entering school
and virtually all Indian children p to be English
speakers, regardless of what guagps they may
speak. With each success er. generationT an
individual is more likely to a limited speaker of
English. These changes bave not come about overnight;
the pressurp of English in Indian communities has been
increasing' throughout the century, but most visibly
since World Wa II, when many Indian men joined the

N.4military and m y Indian, women worked in defense
plants.

Educators need to be sensitive to the individual
language backgrounds of Indian children. In the past,
these children have been lumped together too quickly as
"limited" English speakers, with little cdocern for
their individual language development. The attitude of
t e school towards the language abilities of the stu-
dents will have a dramatic effect upon the way in which
children come to view the language(s) they speak..
These attitudes should be agreed upon by parents and
teachers, rather than assumed as administrative
policies.

Varieties of English in Indian Communities

Englis was introduced to Indian
dOr

communities at.
various times throughout the cast three hundred years.
Some Indians in the southwestern United States, for
example, were probably not exposed to English until the
192110s (Miller, 1977), although most western tribes
have had some contact with English since-the railroads
moved westward during the middle to late 19th century.
Although many Indian people have been speaking English
for some time, their varieties of English have rarely
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been described. Of the two hundr'ed I

ri
dian cultural and

linguistic groups in the United States, only about fif-

teen have been investigated even uperficially with

respect to their variety of Englis ! Most of those
studies have been done on Southweste n tribes (Wolfram,
Christian, Potter, and %Leap, 1979).

Indians initially learned English as a trade

language, necessary for bartering with outsiders and
later for dealing with the United States government.
For the most part, however, Indian communities have at-
tempted to remain closed to outside influences and to
outsider; in general. In these circumstances,. English

had little effect on the linguistic life of the com-
munity. As the boarding-school system expanded, large

numbers of Indian children were removed from their

homes and received their education in English. Because

of the boarding schools and because of exposure to
English from mitsionarigs, English'began to make in-
roads into Indian life. These two language learning

environments have led to the development of distinct
varieties of English in Indian communities.

In both boarding schools and missions, Indian

learners of English were exposed to few models of
native English. Brown (1973$ suggests that speakers

employ first-language (LI) knowledge in making hypo-
theses about their 1second language-42). He calls this

process "creative construction." Krashen (1981)

suggests that the greatest influence from LI on the
emerging L2 exists when "natural appropriate intake is
scarce and where translation 4xercises are frequent"
(p. 66). This. description seems to fit quite closely
the linguistic environments in which many Indians were

first exposed to English. The diversity of Indian

dialects of English may in part be attributable to the
substitution of LI knowledge, from a wide range of

languages, into the L2, English.

Malancon and Malancon (1977) reported Ion the

English used in final written examinations by Indian
high school students at the Haskell Institute (a typi-
cal BIA boarding school) in 1915. Their study identi-

fied a range of English grammatical problems that all
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the students had in common, but the frequency of

specific "errors" varied among language groups% For

example,yspeakers of Crow English made certain types of
errors more frequently than did speakers of Creek
English, mho in turn showed ,a different set of errors
from the common pool.

Given the lack of English models, both at the
boarding school and upon returning hope to the reser-
vationt, it is not surprising that,,tribal-specific
varieties of English have developed throughout the
United States. Neither is it surprising that these
varieties have been maintained through- at least two
gverationsuntil*teday. he English acquired by turn-
of-the-century students was no doubt ,far'from native-
like. With little motivation to learh plglish and with
few native-speaker Jmiefs,'most Indian people returned
to the reservation while still in thet process of ac-
quiring English: Once there, however, the need to
speak English more fluently, o4 perhaps at all,
diminished quickly. The ensuing process is called
"fos'silization": When learners ,erceive that their
communrcation needs are met, theyNitop improving their
-command of an L2. In the generations since the
Indians' ihitie "c ntecti Aubsequent generations Wave

often received the same exposure to English at
their parents: aced from native.En4lrh speakers
and_ perhaps wit fossilized models as ,their primary
source of Ipriguage datag.4 Thus, distinct varieties of
English developed in reservation communities in the
United States.

.

Neverthelesp, this language situation is far from
stable; the trend is toward less community-specific and
more mainstream, regionally oriented English. The
youngest school generation typically shows the most
mainstream form, while the oldest generation may speak
the original form_ of English brought into the

community. .
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INDIAN ENGLISH AND WRITING: ONE STUDY

In a recent studr,. Wolfram et al. (1979) investi-
gated the effects of Indian English on the reading and
writing skills of elementary school students. The re-
searchers studied the linguistic features of local

varieties of English and then sought to determine the
extent to which features of the local English could be
found in reading and writing samples gathered in the
schools. A few examples from that research exemplify
some of the more obvious ways in which non- mainstream
English can surface in writing)

The research wascA9ne With two U.S. Southwestern
" reservation tribes. Uly agreement with the tribes,

their names are not used, and they are referred to here
%as communities A and B. Both communities have BI

schools, and the schools use English as the primary
language of instruction. In one community, an "enrich-
ment" bilingual program offers Indian-llanguage instruc-
tion on a volunteer pull-out basis. Both communities
are examples of a shifting language situation in which
the loaal Indian language is spoken primarily by

adults. All the children in the study spoke English.
At the request of both communities, no attempt was made
to investigate the extent of Native language use among
the children. The Native languages of the two commu-
nities are mutually unintelligible.

The researchers gathered oral interviews from

community members of all ages and reading and writing
samples from etementary-age subjects. All of the .data

were analyzed for grammatical and phonological fea-

tures, and the researchers locked for instances of
influence. or .intArference that could be traced from the

oral language into the reading' and writing samples.
Two categories of influence were identified: (1)

variations from normative English that are traceable to
local Indian English linguistic features al161 (2)

features that appear traceable to generalized non-
mainstream English that is, to features of, American

English ihat have come diffused into the language of
the indiain speakers.
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Phonological influencei 'in the. written work of
these Indian children were more frequent than gram-
matically influenced "errors." This result reflects
the oral language of the young children in both commu-
nities. While their spoken grammar showed fewer non-
mainstream features than the speech of their elders,
the children retained many of the more 'distinctive
phonological features of their community, varieties of
English. The authors concluded that the exclusive use
of phonics in the school reading progremf increased the
Aker of phonologically influenced miscues in writing.
The examples below give the spoken feature of the

Indian English variety and the corresponding written
manifestations of the feature (see Wolfram et al.,
1979, pp. 356-570). !

Spoken feature: /en/ alternating with /I0/ in syllable
final unstressed positions: This very
common spoken feature in community A
occurs over 90% of the time in natural
conversation.

0 Writing: He will be In the stinken
hospital.

They are always fighten.
Thats when I got this felen

(feeling).

Comment: Students showed correct usage of -ina
in other writing samples and never
graphemically reduced it to -in'. In

community B, where this oral alterna-
tion is nal...resent, such examples did
not occur in writing.

Spoken feature: /d/ replacing /5/: This feature is

common to all age groups in community
A.

Writing: Thats when ,I callegde pglice.

Comment: The student used the correctly else-
where; the is one of the most funda-
mental words for beginning'writers,
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making it 4UnlikeLy that this fi.fth

grader did not know the correct
spelling., Such a phonetically accu
rate rendering is probably a lapse.in
self-monitoring.

Spoken featdre:

Writing:

Comment:

Spoken feature:

1

Wrsiting:,

Comment:

/R/ alternating with /e/: pronun-

ciations sqch .as /kendi/ 'candy' and

/Wz/ 'tells' are common in the

speech of community A.

. . . than they came to a road
I like him more then anybody.

. . than a hunter cam along

Fifth and sixth grade students cer-
tainly know the semantic difference
between then and than and they had the
opportunity to edit; yet none of them'
did so in these cases. They appar-
ently felt that the semantic distinc-
tions were intact and that the merger
Of then and than was phonological.

:of /w/ ocFurs in words that ai.e not

/hw/: In both communities

aspirated in mainstream English.

. . . then I could go whith you.

. . . but he does not chant to go.

As with the other examples, it seems
reasonable to. assume that students
were aware of the correct spellings,
but "sounded out" these versions of

with and want and failed to detect the
misspellings. Non- mainstream /hw/

cluster's were 'regularly found In the

oral reading 'samplei from these

students.

All these examples came froM community A because
of the sampling Procedure. In community A, the writing

14°
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samples were gpthered in an informal writing exercise
in which the students wrote anything that pleased them.
The focus, then, was on content and not on form. Under
those circumstances the students made considerably more

'Pere] language transfer "errors" as they concentrated do
getting their thoughts on paper. Conversely, in commu-,
nity B, the s udents wrote an assigned-topic, formal
essay on a s> ndard school subject. Those writing
samples showed some grammatical influence from oral
language, but relatively little evidence of phono-
logical transfer. The writing samples from community B
show much more evidence of having been written with an
emphasis on correctness. '

Grammatical featurei from oral language were also,
found in the writing 'sample.

Spoken feature: subject-verb concord: Elementary-age
speakers in Izoth communities employ
some non-mainstream concord, primarily

with be forms and in irregular verb
Conjugations.

Writing: There is a lot of girls.
That's all the girls . .

The teachers I hate is .

One they was three little pig.
The knights that came in was

killed . .

Comment: Most of the non-mainstream concord was
restricted to. number agreement' on
forms.of be. In older generations, a
wider variety of concord relationships
can ).,e found' in spoken langUage.

Other verb forms that surfaced in both
the ,written and oral styles of these
communities are common in almost all
styles of-American English and reflect
the regionalization of English , in

these communities. These forms in-.

Nt dude the use of past preterit' for
past participle, as in She will get
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beat up by me. Left-dislocation con-
structions fe.g., Another woman, she

was sunburned) were also(found in the
writing samples, where such construc-
tions are generally not allowed. Like
the use of preterite for participle,
left dislocations are common in speech
and appear to represent the work of
immature writers rather than examples
of Indian English dialect.

Spoken feature: introductory use of that of those.

1
Writing: . . . that fat boy eats the wrappers

. . . we were watching and thlollelds
that were with us . . .

Comment: In mainstream English, that and those
refer to something previously intro-
duced into the discourse. In commu-
nity A, however, speakers ma, use
these-formt to introduce subjects for
the-first time.

Spoken feature: selective reclassification of nouns.
.

Writing: I saw a profootball. The K.C. Chiefs,
play the L.A. Rams . . .

and they were at the football andlpey
were showing off:

n : In oral language, certain reclasti-
fications were attested, primarily
among older speakers. They were found
in both communities, but eared to
be restricted to the speech of vi-
duals, or perhaps fo single forms
(i.e., potteries). Among younger
speakers, some of these'forms may be
developmental, e.g., two deers, the
mens. The use of the modifier
football or profootball as a noun
appears to represent such -a

reclassification.
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Positive identlficati6n of otal langua6eiinfIuence

on grammatical features of written English is'difficult

because the source of such "miscues" can be explained

as grammatical, random (i.e., mechanical deletion.

errors), or phonological. An example is the deletion

of word final 'suffixes, e.g., plural and past tense'

markers:

He think_ he is so smart . . .

The dog_ sat and barked. They barked all

night.

She jump down after that..

I loek2.4sund . .

Wolfram et al. (1979) conclude that among the youngest
generations these deletions are phonologically condi-

tioned, although in some cases the older generations
probably deleted these consonants as a result of gram-

matical influencesifrom their LI. However, the source

Of such miscues in writing must remain in question

because of the frequency with which writers acciden-

tally_leave.the endings off words. Whiteman 1980) has

suggested that writers tend to drop bound morphemes
(e.g., -s,' -ed) as a function of the writing process,
independent of oral language influence. In the samples

taken from these Indian communities, such elements were

found deleted in environments that would not trigger

deletion in spoken language. The source of a number of

similar patterns--for example, the deletion of articles

(a, the) and prepositions (to)--is also undetermined.
Many times a convergence of elements may play a part in

the generation of written-language features.

Such considerations are important when assessing

the writing of an Indian studedt (or any non-mainstream

or bilingual speaker of English). As these examples

have shown, some apparent errors in the writing of
Indian students are in a very real sense not errors at

all. They represent dialect variations and in many

cases have little effect upon the students' ability to

learn. -
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What conclusions can be drawn from this single
detailed study of oral-language rnfluence on the writ-
ing of American,indian children? The first conclusion

is that such studies are not generalizable. Although

errors in Indian students' writing will be influenced
by their home language backgrounds, we cannot conclude
that Indian children in general will write then for

than'. Even the nature of the writing task will affect
the influence of oral language on the Writing of young
students. The instructional methods used will also
have an effect on the nature of writing variation.
Phonics instruction will apparently cause oral language

to affect students' writing. Students who learn to

"sound'out" words accur *ely will, of course, prbduce
apparent errors if their oral language differs signi-

ficantly from the standard written form. Such

"miscues" (Goodman and Buck, 1973; Goodman and Burke,

1972.) can provide the teacher with evidence that stu-
dents are progressing in phonics instruction. Most

such errors will correct themselyes and will likely

appear variantly. Examples such as then/than may
appear to be more serious problems than they are,
unless teachers are aware of the oral language spoken

by local students.

Influence el laterferaset?

Non-mainstream variation has been commonly assumed

to interfere with the use of "standard" English and
.presumably with children's ability to learn subject

matter. This concept of language interference can by
detrimental to students if it is taken too seriously.
While problems that interfere with students; ability to

learn should, of course, be removed, it is becoming
increasingly certain thae a non-mainstream variety of
English does not interfere with students' ability to
succeed in school. That is, students' ability to com-

prehend, to communicate, and to develop may bear

evidence of their linguistic background, but it is

incorrect to assume that progress cannot be made until'
children have been taught Standard English. In this

sense, the distinction between influence and inter-
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ference bectmes relevant. Teachers must decide whether

any given variation from normative writing is a genuine

hindrance to students' ability to communicate. If=tu-

dents are able to comprehend English and express ideas

clearly, despite some written features that stem from

oral language, then the oral language of students will

proWably not be an'educational barrier of itself. This

view suggelts that writing instruction should not

emphasize the dialect, but should focus on other pro-

blems. In this way, students are not faced with the

fear that their language is saaphow inferior, and

teachers are not faced with die near impossible task of

altering community standards for speaking English.

Considerable sociological evidence suggests that stu-
dents' speech patterns cannot be changed from the norms

of the community. Many low-level dialect di!nfluences in

writing, especially in elementary-age students, will

likely disappear on their own as the students' formal
skills in English continue to develop.

The Wolfram et al. (1979) study also suggests the

great need for educational research on Indian English

in general and on-writing specifically. At present,

the research in this nascent field has concentrated on

description of the linguistic variables common to

Indian English. While this approach iS-necessary and

useful,. investigations need to study the writing of

Indian children from a more holistic perspective in

order to. iricre,se the' number of valid generalizations

that can be made ,about Indian children and English

literacy. luch research could investigate, for

example, relationships between Native discourse style

and . the story-development style of young Indian

writers. Since Indian cultures have traditionally been

oral with story telling an important means of trans-

mittingng cultural knowledge, the narrative intuitions of

Indian children would probably be different from those

of their non-Native counterparts,.

LITERACY OF BILINGUAL INDIAN CHILDREN

Thus Tar we have been Considering cases. in whictl

children come to school speaking English as their.
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first, or perhaps only, language. Although the chil-
dren may speak a non-main,tream variety of English,
initial literacy sh2uld ciarly be in English in such
cases. Several other scenarrbs are possible, however,
and some of them require difficult choices. In a
number of tribes in the United States, children
entering school speak only the NaVive language of their
hone community. In some cases, iihe children may speak
some English as the result. of exposure to English-
speaking family, neighbors, etc. A prOblem that has
yet to be consistently addressed is that of determining
the language in which these children will first learn
to read and write.

At one-time, school children were always taught to
read and-write in English only, regardless of their
language background. Even today, while non-English-,
speaking children may receive some,education'in their
mother tongue, literacy is most often initiated in

English. It will be suggested here that literacy
should be Initiated in whatever language the child is
most proficient, which inmost cases is the language of
the home. In order to explicate this view fully, views
on two language-related areas are .discussed: the
interaction of L1 and L2 in early education, and the
nature of the writing tlisk.

Control of a language other than English was once
generally believed to be a detriment to learning.
Perhaps the most powerful actualization of this theory
was in Federal policies toward Indian languages during
the 19th and most of the 20th centuries. Federal
.hoarding schools went to great lengths to insure that
native speakers of Indian languages were unable to use
them even conversationally in the education system that
they were - forced into. Severe pumkshment was common
for students who sought to retain their mother tongue
in the all-English schools: It was believed that
unless the Indians abandoned their "heathen tongues,"
their English abilities and therefore their amount of
formal education could never be increased.
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Strains of this ext reme theory can still be heard
in this decade, voiced by opponents of bilingual edu-
cation. They argue that to "force" pupils to learn in
two languages essentially doubles the intellectual bur-

den on them. Two languages, in effect, are twice as
difficult as one.- As in decades past, such arguments
are frequently supported by suggestions that since the
United States is an English-speaking country, promoting
multilingualism is; in effect, un-American (for a,good
example of this perspective, see Bethetl, 1979)

Cummins (1981) has neatly characterized the two
perspectives on bilingual proficiency. He calls them
the eparate Underlying Proficiency (SUP) model and the

Comoro Underlying Proficiency (CUP) model. A SIR model

argues that children need additional instruction in

English, not in their LI, in order to improve'their
English skills. This model contends that LI and L2
proficiencies ariowmerarate and, consequently, skills

and content learned in Ll cannot transfer into L2.

This model has an intuitive appeal, since we tend to,
think of languages as distinct entities.

However, we know that informatiort,concepts, and
in fact almost anything can be translated into any
number of languages with no lots of content. Thus, a

strong version of the SUP model 'is certainly incorrect.
More importantly, no research evidence whatsoever-sug-
gests that this.theory about bilingual proficiency is
correct in an form. On the contrary, sound evidence
supports the theory that experience in either language
(LI or L2) can promote increased proficiency in both
languages. The CUP model contends that a common store
of linguistic-and contextual information, underlies the
languages of the bilingual learner.

' One important piece of evidence that supports the
CUP model comes from an Indian bilingual program on the--
Navajo reservation--Rock Point. Rosier and Farella
(1976) and Vorih and Rosier (1978) docui(ent the strik-
ing success of initial instruction in LI. Before the
program began, the Navajo-speaking children of Rock

Point itre taught to read only in English and were the
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lowest in the BIA system on standardized reading tests.
A Navajo initial literacy program was established in

1972. Students were taught to.read in Navajo and began

to read in English after about 2.5 years. When those

students reached fifth grade, they were tested in

- English reading ability on the Stanford Achievement
Test. They scored just .5 years behind the national
norm, as compared to a2.1 years behind the norm for a
composite df eight English-only BIA schools from the
same reservation.. At the end of the sixth grade, those
students who had been in a total bilingual program from
the first grade averaged one month above the national

norm in English reading ''achievement. Additionally, of

cpurse, they ace biliterate and bilingual. While Rock.

Point is impressive in part because it contrasts wi-th'
the history of failure in Indian education, it is not

alone as an example that initial literacy in Ll is

easier on the child as a learning task and also pro-
vides more desirable long -term results.

Programs such as this work because students are
allowed to use their linguistic abilities to.2..the

Ugliest. Learning to read involves employing real-

world knowledge and linguistic concepts that have

already been learned in LI. It also involves learning

new concepts, such as phoneme-grapheme correspondences.
Clearly, both of these tasks--employing old information
and developing new--will be easier in the language with
which the student is most familiar, that is, Ll. When

students begin learning a second language.and.ettempt
tb master reading in it at the same time, they, have

twice the effort to make and little foundation from

which to begin. On the other hand, when students are

taught to read in LI and then taught .to read Pri L2,

they can use Li reading skills as the foundation for

learning L2 reading.
OP

Numerous authorities have stressed the role of

context in making. clear the meaning of utterances.

Through interpersonal context or pragmatic information,

we knout that we have communicated our message and we

are able to indicate whether we have understood what

was said to us. Within a conversational context, the
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language learneAPr is able to request clarification;
change topic, repeat messages, etc. By controlling the
context, we can increase the amount of comprehensible
input that we transmit and receive. Crucial to this
pragmatic information are facial expressidns, vocal
tones, turn-taking conventions, and a range of other
devices that help us communicate.

Now compare that situation to reading. A written
text has none of this information. Olson (1977)
observes that written text is autonomous from context,
provides no extralinguistic cues, and offers no inter-
personal information whatsoever; in fact, it is

addressed to no one in particular. Reading, then, is

partially a matter of imbuing text' with the informatjon
that we have stored in our heads. It is a process of
decoding language that contains a poverty of infor-
mation compared to that with Which -we-deal orally.
Given this 'state of affairs, it is easy to understand
why the ability to speak a language (for example, an
L2) with a certain proficiency might not translate hito
an equal ability to learn to read in that kanguage,
assuming that the skills of literacy have not yet been
acqUired in any language. In the first language, chill-
dren have much greater

them

of the 14mquistic
information that allows them to "bridge the gap" when
the information available from conversational context
is removed.

Let us turn these observations to a consideration
of writing end learning to write. Again, as with
reading, learning to write involves developing a lan-'
guage skill that is decontextualized. Bereiter and
Scardamalia (1981) propose that learning to write is

the problem of learning to convert a system geared to
conversation into a system that can generate language
independentlyr They 'suggest that in writing, students
must perform a series of language tasks that they are
not called upon to perform in conversation. These
include producing language without prompting from
conversational partners, independently drawing Fran
memory rather than having memory triggered by con-
versation, planning large units of discourse rather
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than simple responses, and learning to function as both
sender and receiverin order to edit and revise.

Apply these observations to a situation in which

the students entering elementary school are native

speakers of a language other than English: The cogni-

tive demands placed on them if ESL and literacy in
English are carried out simultaneously are cleacly'far
greater than if the students are allowed to'adap well-

established oral .language skills in Li into an LI,

liteisacy program. Second-language acquisition studies

have shown repeatedly that L2 learners go through a

period in which their ability to produce the new lan-
guage is not so great as their ability to comprehend
it. If, as Bereiter and Scardamalia suggest, writing
involves an extension of conversational skills into'a
more demanding mode of language use,.young L2 learners
could be at considerable disadvantage, since- they may
Lstili ilack, the conversational tools that are available

native speakers of the same age. Such performance
pressure, and the feelings of inferiority that they

cause are likely to haVe a detrimental effect on the
young students' L2 development and their general

attitude towards school.

Consequently, literacy skills -- including both

reading and writing--should be developed in the first

language. Such instruction would ideally continue at
least through students' elemetary education. Students
who are taugA Ll literacy skills from the beginning of
their education benefit not only by becoming biliterate
and biliqgual, but also in tn.e degree to which they

master English. In Indian communities, such an ap-
proach has an additional advantage. Indian peopM
often view the educational system as an imposition upon

their community. Too often BIA schools, mission'

schools, and local non-Indian schools have remained'

unresponsive to the desires of Indian parents, who feel,,

that the educailon bing offered to their children

denies the crucial link between home and school. In

school, childri speak in English only and ire encour-

aged to do so. 1 At home, parents and'children,are torn
between the language.of the school and the language of
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the home and community. Schooi becOmef something quite
separate from the hOme and its linguistic and cultural
life. Bilfteracy bringi with it the _inestimable

attitudina,l advantage of making Indian parent§ an
integral part of their children's education. Wherever
this has happened, attendance, achievement, and commu-
nity satisfaction with the local educational systeT

have isen considerably.

THE ACQUISITION OF WRITING

Because American Indian children dernept represent-
a h geneops group of students, it would be foolish to

clai that a tingla teaching methodology would work
with children from all 'Indian communities. However,

all writing programs should shape certain character=
distics, which are described -below. These views on

writirfg are in part theoretical and in part pedago-
§ical, 'and many of them were originall developed

within second-langubge acquisition resear
4

Two themes are central to this discussion: (1)

the importance of reading in the de
skills and (2) the distinction be1w
unconsciously gained knowledg,9e.

Kk.r.

1981) has -*developed it ,detail the'

acquis1tionrrand learning. sit

opmemt or writing
consciously and
n (1977, 1978a,

inction betlgOn
he contends7wrs

a subconscious system for'de op g knowledge of a

,..language.' It is the Remarl means by which children
acsluire.their first language, but it is both available
and important to second, language developmentas well.
He comments,

oilltquirers need not have a conscious awareness of

the. "rules" of grammar they possess, and may
self-correct on the basis of a "feel" for

grammaticality. (1981, p. 2)

Learning, on the others And, is ,the process by, which

lagapage learners apply conscious Imowledge of 14nguage
to heir output. It is "thought to be belied a gre,a0i00,"

ole
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deal by error correction.and the presentation of expli-
cit rules" (Krashen, 1981, p. 2). Krashen outlines the
interaction of these' twb systems in roughly this

fashion:

. . . utterances are vitiated by the acquired
system--our fluency in production is based on what
we have "picked up" through active communication.
Our "formal" knowledge'. . . our consciod% learn-
ing, may be'used later to alter the output of the
acquired system, sometimes before and sometimes
after the utterance is produced. (1981, p. 2),

Certainly this distinction will not provide any com-
plete solutions to teaching writing; particularly since
the development of writing differs considerably from
the development of oral languag Nevertheless, this
distinction between acquisition{" and learning may be
valuable toward achieving a framework within which to
teach writing.

What might be the soucce of acquisitional input to
writing ability? Oral language is not a good candidate
since it varies in significant ways from writing.
Readi ?g, however, provides the student with precisely
the model of writing that is needed. Through reading,
the. student' develops an intuttIve sense of the dif-
ference between oral and written communication. We
cannot specify precisel% what elements of writing stu-
dents acquire, but theydi are probab)y more closely
linked to style: a feeliftg.for what kind of language
is appropriate to a given task, a sense of hoW to
account., for audience, Or perhaps an awareness of when a
ptiece of writing communicates the message that was
intended. Certainly this, does not account for all the
elements of good writing, nor is it intended to. The-

point is that some elements of writing are difficult,
perhaps impossible, to teach and yet they surface in

the writing of many successful students.. *

A correlational study dbne at the University of
Southern California in .theFreshman Writing Program
(Kra hen, 1978b) 'Showed that students who we active
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pleasure readers, particularly during their adolescent
years, were the students who benefitted mosfrom writ-

ing instraction and Who in general were the best

writers: As would be predicted by the model of bilin-
gual proficiency that was developed earlier, better L2
English writing students also seem to be active readers
in English or in their native language.

It is not suprising that pleasure reading appears

to be the source of acquired.knowledge about writing.
Drawing again from second-language theory, consider the
toncept of "affective filters" (bulay and Burt, 1977),
which refer, to the acquirers' "opennes%; to the lan-
guage being directed at them. The more receptive

people-are to the language they are acquiring, the more

of it they will acquire. Thus, when readers are affec-
tively receptive to the text being read, more knowledge

about writing will be acquired. Acquisition occurs
when the acquirer is concentrating on the message, not
the form, when the message is comprehensible, and when

the acquirer feels little pressure to "perform" (e.g.,

to memorize). Obviously, 'not only pleasure reading
will result in acquisition; school-assigned reading may
serve the same pUrpose, depending on the material and

the student's relationship to it. In eneral, reading

in which the student, in intere n the content of

the text (as distinct from st ations in which the stu-

dent'it reading to memorize answers) will provide the
greatest amount of input t the student's intuitive

awareness of what constitute good writing.,,

Another requirement fo acquisition is comprehen-

sOility. Language 4earne s cannot Acquire that which

is beyond their ability to understand.' If this hypo-

thesis can be correctly applied to writing, We would

predict that when students, are assigned anything that
.

ds difficult to read, they wilJ not get acquisitional

input for writing skills. They may, of course, get

other valuable knowledge, but it will not improve. their

understandipg of how to write per se.

Althoughthis model of writing development gives a
central role to reading and the unconscrous,awarenes's
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that it promotes, teache& should -still, of coarse,
providellgOdents with as much opportunity, as possible
to write d should, provide writing exercises that give
students every opportunity to develop a positive atti-
tude about writing. Writers emer'9e slowly, and the
successful "mature" writer may develop only in late
,secondary school or beyond. Teachers along the way
*lust keep in mind 'the eventual "product" that they are
helping to create and seek to foster a positive atti-
tude about writing in every Student. What follows are
some suggestions that might help teachers of writing
achieve this end.

Anxiety about 'writing ensures that, writing Will
become an unhappy task. In young writers, anxiety may
stem from the pressure of hving to generate all the
ideas and organize them without the aid of conver-
sation. If writing blocks become serious, students may
'develop an aversion to writing at an early age.
Teachers should ease this pressure by having students
make lists, write group essays, draw picture essayl,
and engage in a variety of pre-writing exercises.
Older students can be encouraged to try stream-of-
consciousness writing. Elbow (1973) provides some good
ideas for older writers with mental blocks.

To whatever degree possible, ' students should be
encouraged to Write about things that interest them. A
sense that writing and the ideas expressed in writing'
are important will give students motivation to keep
writing. Open-topic essays can allow each student to
choose interesting and vital subject matter. Studehts
shodld be encouraged to explore more fully topics that
they have chosen.independently.-

Another motivational-issue concerns error correc-
tion.. Some writing conventions, such as simple punc-
tuation Or capitalization, are. easily learned, and
error correction may be beneficial. In general, how-,
ever, rivers of red ink serve little purpose other, than

to raise the 'students' anxiety to prohibitive levels.
The teacher should limit-error correetion to one or two
items per paper; for example, correcting one type of
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spelling error. In this way the student will pay

attention to the corrections that have been made. Over

the long-term, error correction probably has little

effect, although the cumulative attitudinal effect of
extensive error correction is decidedly negative. This

must be balanced, of course, with,student expectations
about the role of the teacher to correct

errors).

Errors that are clearly acquisitional in source
(in young children) should generally not be corrected.
Evidence from language acquisition studies suggest that
error correcting has little, longitudinal effect On

acquisition. The same is generally true of errors
whose source is dialect, although teachers may want to
initiate a separate program to make students aware of
dialect differences. In any event, some writing should
always be done.on which there is no error correction at
all. Such writing gives students an opportunity to
experiment and allows all students to feel that they
can successfu4ly communicate in a written mode.

Teachers should try to supply content-oriented comments
on student papers,-'offering related ideas to suggest
that writing is more than the avoidance of grammatical
errors.

In this section, it has been suggested that

reading provides students an intuitive sense of what
constitutes effective writing. Encouraging reading may
be a difficult task, since the-home reading environ-
Went, which is not controlled by teachers, appears to
have a significant effect on students' attitudes

towards reading. Nevertheless, students' who, at thir-
teen, hide under the blanket with a flashlight fo

finish their favorite book will, at eighteen, usually
be the students Who develop into effective writers.

CONCLUSION

Like American Indian children, the content of this
paper, has been for from homogeneous. Because Indian
chitdrensome from such diveve backg06unds", it is in
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some sense fallacious to consider them a singld group
at all. Nevertheless, I have tried to resent same of
the complexities that characterize the education of
Indian children and some of the problems that they

face. In addition to a global look at the diversity of
Indian populations in the United States, I have taken a

(0
microscopic look at dialect variation in the English
writing of two groups of trib students.' The majority
of these dialect differences dot per se affect stu-
dents' ability to learn, but students may need to be
made aware of the differences between their English god
the, English spoken by mainstream .Americans. In

general, the English of In'dian people is becoming more

mainstream (or- perhaps more regionalized. 64 non-Indian
standards), and many Indian communities evidence
several varieties of English among the three or four
generations of community members. Gradually, in commute
nities where less and less Indian language is being,
spoken, less influence of that language is being' felt'

in the English spoken by community members.

tahguage maintenance can also affect the education
of Indian young people. Many Indian communities are
actively engaged 4n programs designed tó revital4ze the
use of the. Native language. Recognizing that these
languages represent an. irreplacable component *of theiP
cultures and community lives, people arelattempting to

P stem the influence of English by instituting education
programs in the %Live language. Native-asTsecond-
language literacy Otgrams have begun in many Ind Pan ,

communities, as well as in urban areas with large con-
centrations of Indian people. For the most part, it is

too earlyto tell how successful these programs will
be. 0

Since thousands ofIndian people speak English as
their second language, I have considered eke role of
biliteracy in some Indian communities. After reviewing
evidence from, research on biljngualism, it has, been '

suggested that reading and writing in ,Fhe4irst -Lan- do
guage is most beneficial to the child's language abilty
in both LI and English. Unforlunately,. many. Cmdian

0
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communities face an uphill battle in developing bilit-

eracy, and LI literacy programs in their educational

systems because of economic problems'as well as, in

many cases, a lack of trained staff and a severe short-

age of materials. In the current political climate,
future assistance for such efforts will probably not

came from anywhere except within the Indian community

itself,
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